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1. Introduction 
 
This Report is the Sustainability Appraisal of the Development Management Issues and Options. The Development Management 
document will be the key tool in guiding decisions on planning applications in Ealing where locational or site specific provision has 
not been outlined either in the London Plan or any other development plan documents. The Document will compliment the 
Development Strategy, which sets out the over arching vision, and the Development Sites Document, which details the portfolio of 
locations for development across the plan period. Ultimately, this document will supersede the development management policies 
in Ealing’s unitary development plan. 
 
When approved it will become a statutory Local Development Document forming part of the Local Development Framework for 
Ealing. Under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (PCPA), Local Planning Authorities are required to undertake a SA 
for all Local Development Documents (LDDs). 
 

2. The Sustainability Appraisal Process 
 
In accordance with Section 5 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and EU Directive 2001/42/DC, a Sustainability 
Appraisal (SA) and Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) are required for Development Plan Documents (DPDs), produced 
as part of the Local Development Framework. Whilst the requirement to undertake a Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) are separate and distinct, it is possible to satisfy both through a single appraisal process, in this 
case a Sustainability Appraisal. 
 
The primary purpose of the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) is to promote sustainable development through the better integration of 
social, economic and environmental considerations into the preparation of plans. Sustainable development can be defined as 
''ensuring a better quality of life for everyone, now and in future generations''. ‘Securing the future – New UK Sustainable 
Development Strategy (2005)’ sets out the following 4 key objectives, under the broad heading of sustainable development: 
 

• Social progress which recognises the needs of everyone 
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• Effective protection of the environment 
• Prudent use of natural resources; and 
• Maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment. 

 
The SA is an iterative process allowing us to identify and report on the likely significant effects of the plan, and to illustrate the 
benefits and risks of different policy options, to enable a transparent decision making process. The SA process needs to be fully 
integrated into the planning system to ensure that conclusions from the appraisal inform planning decisions 

 
3. The Scope of this Report 
 
In April 2009, the Council published a Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report for use alongside the preparation of Development 
Management Development Plan Document (DPD).  A similar Scoping Report was prepared for the Core Strategy, Sites Allocations 
and Proposal Map Development Plan Documents, and published in March 2006.  At the time that the Scoping Report was prepared 
for these documents, it was intended that work on the Development Management DPD would not commence until after the 
adoption of the Strategy and Sites document, and so this earlier Scoping Report did not specifically address the Development 
Management DPD.  In continuing to progress the Strategy and Sites document it has been identified that a number of elements 
covered by these documents would be better covered in the Development Management Document.  In order to avoid losing 
momentum on these particular issues the Council decided to bring forward the preparation of the Development Management DPD 
rather than waiting to commence work on this following the adoption of the Strategy and Sites documents.  Given that the 
Development Management Document sits under the Strategy DPD, and that they both cover similar topic areas, albeit that one is 
more strategic in content, it was considered appropriate to use the Scoping Report prepared for the Strategy and Sites document 
as a basis/template for the Development Management Scoping Report, with some updating undertaken to this document.  The 
Scoping Report includes baseline information about Ealing and identifies key environmental and sustainability issues for the 
Borough. To provide a sound basis for analysis, the report also identified relevant plans and programmes along with key 
sustainability issues and problems. From these issues, objectives and indicators have been produced. The objectives form part of 
the appraisal framework against which LDF documents will be assessed. The Scoping Report, and in particular the SA framework, 
was refined following consultation with statutory consultees. The updated SA framework is set out in Appendix 3.  
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This report utilises the established framework, providing a sustainability commentary on the Development Management Issues and 
Options Document, published for consultation in September 2009.  It effectively represents an interim/progress report prior to 
publication of the draft SA commentary report at Initial Proposals stage in October 2009, and the completion of the full SA report at 
Submission stage (July 2012).  It should also be noted that this report addresses the Development Management document only, 
and separate commentary reports will be published as the Development Sites and Development Strategy documents evolve. Note 
that a number of options previously identified as part of the Development Strategy are now to be taken forward in the emerging 
Development Management DPD, and form part of this appraisal process. 
 

4. Development Plan Document Objectives 
 
The objectives for the DPD’s were published in Autumn 2007 and are summarised below. The strategic objectives were developed 
in light of guidance outlined in the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister’s (now Communities and Local Government) guidance on 
Sustainability Appraisal of Regional Spatial Strategies and Local Development Documents: Guidance for Regional Planning Bodies 
and Local Planning Authorities (DCLG, November 2005) and Planning Policy Statement 12: Local Development Frameworks, on 
developing objectives.  
 
 

Table 1 – Strategy Objectives 
 
LDF Objectives 
1 Promoting exemplary design which gives proper respect to Ealing’s heritage 
2 Maximising the benefits of Ealing’s green space for people and wildlife 
3 Encouraging a cleaner, greener environment for Ealing through careful use of energy and resources 
4 Ensuring sufficient, high quality accommodation for all Ealing’s residents 
5 Creating sustainable, safe and convenient transport networks for people and freight, to and through Ealing 
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LDF Objectives 
6 Placing Ealing at the heart of West London’s cultural, sports and leisure activity 
7 Designing out crime and making Ealing’s environment safe, attractive and accessible for all 
8 Encouraging a healthy and independent population in Ealing 
9 Achieving and sustaining prosperity for communities and businesses across Ealing 
10 Making Ealing a great place for young people and children to grow up 
 

5. Appraisal Timeline 
 
The key stages in the SA of the Development Management DPD are set out in table 2 below. This timetable follows government 
guidance as set out in ‘Sustainability Appraisal of Regional Spatial Strategies and Local Development Documents’ (ODPM, 2006). 
It should be noted that this has been modified slightly to reflect the new stages introduced through changes to Planning Policy 
Statement 12 ‘Local Development Frameworks’ and the Regulations. 
 

Table 2 – Key SA Stages 
 
Jan – Feb 09 Stage A Pre-production - Scoping 
March 09 Stage A1 Review other policies, plans and programmes, and sustainable development objectives 
March 09 Stage A2 Collecting Baseline information 
March 09 Stage A3 Identifying sustainability issues and problems 
March 09 Stage A4 Developing the SA framework 
March 09 Stage A5 Consulting on the scope of the SA. 
 Stage B Production - Options 
June 10 Stage B1 Testing the DPD objectives against the SA Framework 
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July 09 Stage B2 Developing the DPD options 
July 10 Stage B3 Predicting the effects of the DPD based on Issues and Options 
July 10 Stage B4 Evaluating the effects of the DPD based on Issues and Options 
July 10 Stage B5 Considering ways of mitigating adverse effects and maximising beneficial effects 
July 10  Produce commentary of appraisal findings of the Issues and Options for internal consideration & 

informal consultation with stakeholders 
July 10 Stage B6 Proposing measures to monitor the significant effects of implementing the DPD. 
August 10  Developing the Initial Proposals, with consideration of findings from SA of Issues and Options 
October 10 Stage B3 

Part 2 – 
Initial 
Proposals 

Predicting the effects of the DPD based on the Initial Proposals  

October 10 Stage B4 
Part 2 – 
Initial 
Proposals 

Evaluating the effects of the DPD based on the Initial Proposals 

October 10 Stage B5 
Part 2 – 
Initial 
Proposals 

Considering ways of mitigating adverse effects and maximising beneficial effects 

  Analysis of SA findings and recommendations 
Dec 11 Stage B3 – 

Part 3 – 
draft subm 

Predicting the effects of the DPD based on the draft submission document 

Dec 11 Stage B3 – 
Part 3 – 

Evaluating the effects of the DPD based on the draft submission document 
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draft subm 
Dec 11 Stage B3 – 

Part 3 – 
draft subm 

Considering the ways of mitigating adverse effects and maximising beneficial effects 

   
 Stage C Preparing the Sustainability Appraisal Report 
Jan 12 Stage C1 Preparing the SA Report 
 Stage D Consulting on the Submission document and SA Report 
March 12 Stage D1 Public participation on the Submission Document and the SA Report 
June 12 Stage 

D2(i) 
Appraising significant changes 

April 13 Stage 
D2(ii) 

Appraising significant changes resulting from representations (following Examination and receipt of 
Inspectors report) 

April 13 Stage D3 Making decisions and providing information 

June 13  Prepare Sustainability Statement as part of Adoption Statement 
 Stage E Monitoring implementation of the plan 
 Stage E1 Finalising aims and methods for monitoring 
 Stage E2 Responding to adverse effects 
 
This report effectively summarises progress and findings for stage B1 – B6 of the Sustainability Appraisal process. The appraisal 
process has identified and recommended options as well as changes that could improve policy development and its potential 
impacts. The changes suggested are expected to be considered through drafting of the Development Management Initial Proposals 
document.  The appraisal of the Initial Proposals document will commence in Summer 2010.   
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6. Habitat Regulations Assessment 
 
As part of the SA process, a screening assessment must be undertaken to determine whether or not there is a need to undertake a 
Habitat Directive Assessment (HDA), also known as an Appropriate Assessment (AA).  This is in accordance with Article 6(3) and 
(4) of the European Communities (1992) Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and 
flora (‘Habitat Directive’). The EU Habitats Directive and Birds Directive are implemented in the UK through the Conservation 
(Natural Habitats) Regulations 1994 (as amended).   
 
The screening assessment identifies whether the plan or project is likely to have a significant effect on European designated 
conservation sites, either alone or cumulatively.  Such designated sites include Special Protection Areas (SPAs), Special Areas for 
Conservation (SACs) and Ramsar sites (wetlands of international importance designated under the Ramsar convention).  If it is 
unlikely that the plan or project will have a significant effect upon these sites, then there is no need to proceed to an AA.   
 
If however it is considered likely that there will be significant effects on the designated sites, an AA must be undertaken.  The AA 
will then determine whether or not the plan or project (either alone or cumulatively) will lead to an adverse impact on the site’s 
integrity.  Mitigation and alternative measures may be adopted if it is determined that the plan or project is likely to significantly 
impact upon the site. 
 
There are no European sites that fall within the Ealing Borough boundary. However, recognising that the plans being prepared by 
the Council, may influence European sites in neighbouring boroughs, sites will be scoped into the study if they occur either wholly 
or partly within 10km of the borough boundary. In this regard the following sites will be considered:  

• Ramsar site / Special Protection Area: South West London Waterbodies.  
• Special Conservation Areas: Richmond Park & Wimbledon Common.  

At this stage in the preparation of the LDF documents it is considered appropriate to wait until further detail is available from the 
Sites Allocations DPD, before undertaking a Screening Assessment. In the interim however it should be noted that the SA process 
does already assess the effect of the options and proposals in terms of biodiversity matters including considering the impact on 
sites (SA Objective 9 – ‘Protect and enhance the natural environment and biodiversity’).    
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7. Consultation 
 
As required by the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive (Article 6(2)), the SA Scoping Report was referred to the 
Consultation Bodies with environmental responsibilities, (Natural England, English Heritage, and the Environment Agency), in April 
2009.  
 
Comments were received in response to this consultation. These responses resulted in a number of changes to the SA framework 
for the Development Plan Documents. This input has been particularly useful in updating the baseline data and in refining SA 
objectives 8 and 11. Objective 8 was refined to include all open spaces, not just public. The baseline data for Objective 11 was 
modified to include both climate change mitigation and adaptation issues. Note that Natural England, English Heritage and the 
Environment Agency will be consulted on all forthcoming stages of the SA process. 
 
This report accompanies the Development Management, Issues and Options document, published in September 2008. Ealing 
Council welcomes your views on any aspects of this report. In particular the following questions are asked:  
 

• Are there any significant effects that were not identified?  
• Has the sustainability appraisal process been carried out in a clear and understandable way? 

 
Following public consultation, responses will be reflected through later versions of the Development Management Document. 
 

8. The Sustainability Appraisal Framework 
 
The establishment of SA objectives and criteria is central to the SA process. The SA framework, based on these objectives, 
provides a way in which sustainability effects can be described, analysed and compared.   
 
The SA Scoping Report for the Development Management Development Plan Document, issued for consultation in April 2009, 
identified environmental, social and economic objectives contained in other relevant plans, policies and programmes, and baseline 
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information on environmental, social and economic characteristics of the Borough. The review of plans and programmes of 
relevance to the Development Plan Document and the collection of baseline information helps to identify the issues which the DPD 
need to address and enabled a robust appraisal of their significant effects. The Scoping Report also identified key sustainability 
issues affecting the borough and sets out the framework for the SA including objectives, criteria and indicators.  
 
In particular, comments were received from statutory consultees, who identified plans, policies and programmes and further 
sources of baseline data. Further updates were also made following the subsequent publication of the SA report for various 
Supplementary Planning Documents.  
 
The SA objectives set out in Table 3 below were developed in response to the key sustainability issues identified through the 
scoping process, and were subsequently refined following consultation. The latest version of the Scoping Report for the 
Development Management Document was published in April 2009. 

Table 3 – Refined SA Objectives 
 

Refined SA Objectives 
No. Objective Type of Objective 
1 Actively support inclusive access to essential health, community and local services Social 
2 Promote community involvement, voluntary and partnership working Social 
3 Preserve and enhance the local historic environment and cultural heritage Environmental/Social 
4 Reduce crime, fear of crime and antisocial behaviour Social 
5 Minimise detrimental noise impacts Environmental 
6 Improve access to well designed, affordable, inclusive and appropriately located housing Social 
7 Reduce health inequalities and promote healthy living Social 
8 Protect and enhance open space Environmental 
9 Protect and enhance the natural environment and biodiversity Environmental 
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10 Improve air quality Environmental 
11 Reduce contributions to and vulnerability to climate change Environmental 
12 Improve water quality, conserve water resources, and minimise the impact of flooding Environmental 

13 Enhance existing buildings and facilities, and encourage the reuse / remediation of vacant land and 
under-utilised buildings Environmental 

14 Reduce waste generation and increase waste recycling Environmental 
15 Reduce vehicular dependency and promote the use of sustainable modes of transport  Environmental
16 Promote local employment opportunities, training and skills attainment Economic 
17 Support sustainable economic growth Economic 
18 Improve opportunities for education and training Social/Economic 
19 Promote cultural and community identity Social 
 
 

9. Local Development Framework Objective Appraisals 
 
To ensure the LDF objectives, which structure the content of the Development Management DPD, are in accordance with 
sustainability principles, the LDF objectives are tested against the SA objectives by way of compatibility matrices set out in table 4 
below.  Where compatibility issues or contradictions have been identified, consideration has been given to the need to refine the 
LDF objectives to minimise such conflicts.  
 
The results in table 4 highlight that the compatibility test did identify some potential areas of conflict with the SA objectives. In 
particular, likely conflicts were identified between many of the environmental objectives (relating to air quality, open space, 
biodiversity, detrimental noise impacts, climate change and water resources, flooding, waste and sustainable transport) and LDF 
objectives 4 and 9 (‘Ensuring sufficient, high quality accommodation for all Ealing’s residents’ and ‘Achieving and sustaining 
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prosperity for communities and businesses across Ealing’ respectively). The appraisal also identified a potential incompatibility 
between LDF Objective 9 and SA Objective 3 (Preserve and enhance the local historic environment and cultural heritage). 
Notwithstanding these areas of conflict, it was not considered necessary to refine the LDF objectives further at this stage.  Where 
potential conflicts arose, consideration was given to ways in which these potential sources of conflict could be avoided or mitigated 
through the drafting of the Development Plan Documents.  
 
The objectives of the Development Management Document have been tested against the sustainability objectives by means of a 
compatibility matrix to identify both potential synergies and inconsistencies. The matrix (Table 4) presents the results of considering 
each of the objectives against each of the sustainability objectives sequentially. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4 – LDF Objectives Appraisal Matrix 
 
See overleaf 
 

 Key 

+ Compatible 

x Incompatible 

? Possible conflict 

0 No links 
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Table 4 - LDF Objectives Appraisal Matrix 

Sustainability Appraisal Objective 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

LDF Objective 

Actively 
support 
inclusive 
access to 
essential 
health, 
community 
and local 
services 

Promote 
community 
involvement, 
voluntary 
and 
partnership 
working 

Preserve 
and 
enhance the 
local historic 
environment 
and cultural 
heritage 

Reduce 
crime, 
fear of 
crime and 
antisocial 
behaviour

Minimise 
detrimental 
noise 
impacts 

Improve 
access to 
well 
designed, 
affordable, 
inclusive and 
appropriately 
located 
housing 

Reduce 
health 
inequalities 
and 
promote 
healthy 
living 

Protect 
and 
enhance 
open 
space 

Protect and 
enhance the 
natural 
environment 
and 
biodiversity 

Improve 
air 
quality 

Reduce 
contributions 
to and 
vulnerability 
to climate 
change 

Improve 
water 
quality, 
conserve 
water 
resources, 
and 
minimise 
the impact 
of flooding

Enhance 
existing 
buildings 
and 
facilities, 
and 
encourage 
the reuse / 
remediation 
of vacant 
land and 
under-
utilised 
buildings 

Reduce 
waste 
generation 
and 
increase 
waste 
recycling 

Reduce 
vehicular 
dependency 
and 
promote the 
use of 
sustainable 
modes of 
transport 

Promote 
local 
employment 
opportunities, 
training and 
skills 
attainment 

Support 
sustainable 
economic 
growth 

Improve 
opportunities 
for 
education 
and training 

Promote 
cultural 
and 
community 
identity 

1 

Promoting 
exemplary 
design which 
gives proper 
respect to 
Ealing’s 
heritage 

+ + + + + + + + ? + + + ? ? + 0 + 0 + 

2 

Maximising the 
benefits of 
Ealing’s green 
space for 
people and 
wildlife 

+ + + + + ? + + + + + + + + + ? + + + 

3 

Encouraging a 
cleaner, greener 
environment 
for Ealing 
through careful 
use of energy 
and resources 

? + ? 0 + ? + + + + + + + + + ? + 0 + 

4 

Ensuring 
sufficient, high 
quality 
accommodation 
for all Ealing’s 
residents 

? + ? + x + + x X x x x + x x + + 0 + 

5 

Creating 
sustainable, 
safe and 
convenient 
transport 
networks for 
people and 
freight, to and 
through Ealing 

+ + + 0 + + + + + + + + 0 + + 0 + 0 0 
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Table 4 - LDF Objectives Appraisal Matrix 

Sustainability Appraisal Objective 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

LDF Objective 

Actively 
support 
inclusive 
access to 
essential 
health, 
community 
and local 
services 

Promote 
community 
involvement, 
voluntary 
and 
partnership 
working 

Preserve 
and 
enhance the 
local historic 
environment 
and cultural 
heritage 

Reduce 
crime, 
fear of 
crime and 
antisocial 
behaviour

Minimise 
detrimental 
noise 
impacts 

Improve 
access to 
well 
designed, 
affordable, 
inclusive and 
appropriately 
located 
housing 

Reduce 
health 
inequalities 
and 
promote 
healthy 
living 

Protect 
and 
enhance 
open 
space 

Protect and 
enhance the 
natural 
environment 
and 
biodiversity 

Improve 
air 
quality 

Reduce 
contributions 
to and 
vulnerability 
to climate 
change 

Improve 
water 
quality, 
conserve 
water 
resources, 
and 
minimise 
the impact 
of flooding

Enhance 
existing 
buildings 
and 
facilities, 
and 
encourage 
the reuse / 
remediation 
of vacant 
land and 
under-
utilised 
buildings 

Reduce 
waste 
generation 
and 
increase 
waste 
recycling 

Reduce 
vehicular 
dependency 
and 
promote the 
use of 
sustainable 
modes of 
transport 

Promote 
local 
employment 
opportunities, 
training and 
skills 
attainment 

Support 
sustainable 
economic 
growth 

Improve 
opportunities 
for 
education 
and training 

Promote 
cultural 
and 
community 
identity 

6 

Placing Ealing 
at the heart of 
West London’s 
cultural, sports 
and leisure 
activity 

+ + + + 0 + + + ? 0 0 + + 0 + + + + + 

7 

Designing out 
crime and 
making 
Ealing’s 
environment 
safe, attractive 
and accessible 
for all 

+ + ? + 0 + + + + + + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 

8 

Encouraging a 
healthy and 
independent 
population in 
Ealing 

+ + 0 + 0 + + ? ? 0 ? ? + 0 + + + + + 

9 

Achieving and 
sustaining 
prosperity for 
communities 
and businesses 
across Ealing 

+ + x 0 x 0 + x X x x x + x ? + + + ? 

10 

Making Ealing 
a great place 
for young 
people and 
children to 
grow up 

+ + + + + + + + + + ? + + ? + + + + + 
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Commentary on LDF Objectives Appraisal Matrix 

LDF Objective Comments 

1 Promoting exemplary design which gives proper respect to Ealing’s 
heritage 

Good practice in sustainable design will help protect local character and the historic environment and provide economic, 
social and environmental benefits.   Exemplary design should contribute to new/improved open space and consequently 
may help to increase biodiversity by providing additional habitat, however, improvements to recreational open space which 
result in a reduced area of natural habitat could harm the natural environment.  Sustainable new developments, 
appropriately located, will help to minimise the environmental effects of increased development within the borough.  The 
enhancement and reuse of existing buildings and previously used land is preferable in environmental terms to new build, 
due to its increased resource efficiency, and this should be reflected in the design of sustainable new developments in the 
borough.  

2 Maximising the benefits of Ealing’s green space for people and 
wildlife 

Improving accessibility to good quality open space provides health, well being and social benefits to the whole 
community.  Protecting and enhancing recreational open space along with nature conservation areas to provide well 
connected Green Infrastructure will also provide natural habitat for biodiversity, flood mitigation, green routes to encourage 
walking and cycling, an educational resource, and an attractive environment to encourage economic prosperity and 
community identity.  The design of open space must be carefully considered in order to minimise crime and the fear of 
crime.  Conflicts may arise in the provision of new development for housing, business and community facilities, where these 
may impact on the area or quality of the borough’s green space. 

3 Encouraging a cleaner, greener environment for Ealing through 
careful use of energy and resources 

Minimising resource use and increasing the reuse and recycling of resources are key to the sustainable development of the 
borough.   Efficient use of resources is economically and environmentally sound, whilst promoting reuse and recycling at 
the domestic level also helps to enhance community identity through community schemes and education.  Where it leads to 
increased development, improving accessibility to community facilities, jobs and housing may conflict with increasing 
resource efficiency.  The historic environment may also be degraded by the adaptation of heritage buildings for other uses, 
if these uses are not appropriate and sympathetic to the historic fabric. 

4 Ensuring sufficient, high quality accommodation for all Ealing’s 
residents 

The provision of sufficient, well located, appropriate, good quality and affordable housing stock for Ealing’s growing 
population is essential to maintain healthy vibrant communities in the borough and provide a local workforce to sustain the 
borough’s economic growth and minimise travel to and from work etc..  However, this is likely to require new build and may 
increase population, potentially conflicting with sustainability objectives relating to the protection of open space and the 
natural environment, and is likely to increase contributions to climate change, pollution and flood risk.  There will also be 
increased requirements for essential community / health facilities, car use and pressure on all resources, although provision 
of housing close to transport hubs and places of work may help to reduce car use. 

5 Creating sustainable, safe and convenient transport networks for 
people and freight, to and through Ealing 

Measures to increase the use of sustainable modes of transport would have wide ranging economic, social and 
environmental benefits.  Lower levels of pollution would help to reduce impacts on climate change and health and noise 
impacts would be reduced. The promotion of active forms of transport would also improve health, reduce congestion and 
potentially reduce the number of road traffic accidents.  The provision of cycleways and footpaths would help to expand the 
borough’s Green Infrastructure. Improved access between communities would also help to reduce social exclusion within 
the borough. 

6 Placing Ealing at the heart of West London’s cultural, sports and The provision of community facilities, accessible to everyone, would provide social and health benefits for the borough and 
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leisure activity the promotion of recreational facilities is likely to include open space provision, which may also provide natural habitat to 
increase biodiversity, and provide flood mitigation.  The historic environment is also likely to be protected and its 
accessibility enhanced under this objective.  The provision of community facilities close to people’s homes would reduce 
the need to travel and associated negative impacts.  Community facilities are also a vital educational resource.  However, 
the provision of new facilities or enhancement of existing recreational areas may lead to an overall loss of green space. 

7 Designing out crime and making Ealing’s environment safe, 
attractive and accessible for all 

Through ‘designing out crime’ in new developments, actual crime levels can be reduced, and the fear/perception of crime 
which impacts on many people’s day-to-day lives, can be minimised.  This will help to create cohesive communities 
throughout the borough and make places more accessible by public transport, cycle and on foot, resulting in fewer journeys 
by car and therefore reducing the associated negative impacts of car travel.  Crime detracts from the attractiveness and 
economic prosperity of an area, and is associated with economic decline.  Reducing crime should therefore contribute to a 
healthy economy for the borough.  Measures to reduce crime may impact on the historic environment, and in this regard 
sensitive design would be needed to ensure that the historic fabric is not harmed. 

8 Encouraging a healthy and independent population in Ealing 

Social inclusion is key in creating sustainable communities.  By improving accessibility to essential services, health and 
other social inequalities would be reduced, with positive impacts on the community as a whole, including improved health, 
independence, education and employment prospects, reduced crime levels and increased community cohesion.  However, 
this objective may lead to development with associated negative impacts on environmental sustainability. 

9 Achieving and sustaining prosperity for communities and 
businesses across Ealing 

Maintaining economic growth and prosperity is essential for the sustainable future of Ealing. To achieve this, there must be 
development appropriate to the needs of existing businesses in the borough, and to attract new businesses.  Appropriate 
employment and other business related development in town centres would have social benefits, as it would help to meet 
local needs, including through the use of legal agreements, reduce the need to travel for local services, and also ensure 
economic growth.  However, it may have negative impacts, particularly on environmental sustainability due to increased 
use of resources and transport requirements.  There may also be negative effects on the historic environment as existing 
buildings may be unsuitable for business use and need to be replaced. 

10 Making Ealing a great place for young people and children to grow 
up 

Maximising opportunities for children and young people and creating a suitably safe and attractive environment would have 
social benefits in promoting inclusion, and improving health, education and employment prospects.  Improved facilities of 
this nature are likely to include the protection and enhancement of the historic and natural environment as important cultural 
and educational resources.  Providing local facilities would reduce the need to travel and encourage walking and 
cycling.  This objective is also likely to lead to reduced levels of crime and antisocial behaviour.  However, it could lead to 
development with the associated negative impacts already discussed. 
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10. Identification of Options  
 
One of the key requirements of an SA is the identification and consideration of reasonable alternatives to a proposed plan or policy, 
to enable a comparison of the sustainability impacts of the proposed options for the Development Management DPD. Article 5.1 of 
the SEA Directive requires that reasonable alternatives are identified, described and evaluated.  
 
Within the emerging framework of the Development Strategy, the Development Management Issues and Options document 
explores the possible approaches to guiding development in the Borough. It comprises criteria to complement the policies of the 
London Plan, and to deliver the borough’s Development Strategy. Many of the issues raised and considered during 2005/6 with a 
view to publication in the Strategy or Sites documents are incorporated into the Development Management document, and referred 
to in the Issues and Options consultation.   
 
In total there are 19 Initial Proposals, and 27 Issues, (each Issue with 2-4 Options). Where relevant, options represent the following 
approaches: 
 

A: Following established policies (UDP)  
B: Embracing change  
C: Protecting the past. 
D: Other. 
 

These are alternative approaches to policy, and the choice between them will be based on the best way of achieving the Council’s 
Development Strategy. Option A - ‘following established policies’ – means a continuation of the UDP policy. Options B and C 
provide two opposing responses – one highlights the benefits of new development and the other emphasises the value of 
protecting or rehabilitating existing buildings and spaces in the borough. We found in 2007 that there were often hybrid options, and 
participants often proposed other alternative options, and this is catered for by Option D.  The four approaches identified above 
reflected the ‘alternative futures’ developed for the strategy.  The same alternative futures have been used as a means to frame 
options for the Development Management DPD.  Each alternative future is based on the different ways in which the borough-wide 
objectives may be balanced.  The best future for Ealing is likely to include elements of all three of the alternative futures described 
below.  Indeed, it is likely that if any one of the three alternative futures were to be selected and applied across the whole borough, 
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we probably would not achieve the borough’s planning objectives or create sustainable communities in the different areas of the 
borough.   
 
The Development Management Document sits below the Strategy DPD.  It should be noted that policies relating to waste matters 
are dealt with in the West London Waste Plan, and so no waste policies are proposed as part of this document. 
 

 
11. Appraisal Methodology 
 
The Appraisal of the Development Management Issues and Options against the Council’s Sustainability Framework has been 
conducted using matrices, whereby the impact of the Proposal against the Council’s objectives is scored using the system detailed 
in Table 5 below.  

Table 5 – Options Appraisal Matrices: Key  
 
Key 

++ Major Positive 

+ Minor Positve 

 No impact 

- Minor Negative 

- - Major Negative 

? Uncertain 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
To develop further robustness and professional scrutiny to the process, the appraisal of policies and plans in future documents will, 
where appropriate, include a panel workshop session incorporating the whole planning policy team along with other specialists in 
the wider Council and partner organisations (e.g. across sustainability, housing, environment and transport). This development in 
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the appraisal methodology shall effectively ‘front load’ debate and discussion into the outputs of the appraisal matrices, producing 
professionally peer-reviewed assessment of plans and policies.  
 
The appraisal matrices are accompanied by a commentary drawing out the key messages from the appraisal, along with a 
schedule of suggested changes that might mitigate any uncertainties or negative effects, or conversely that might build upon any 
strengths that have been identified.  
 
The options appraisal matrices set out the results of the appraisal of the individual options against each of the 19 SA objectives. 
(Note that this only includes Options A-C, as Option D is for consultees to provide alternatives. Where the SA process develops 
these, or creates a ‘hybrid’ combing several options, this will be discussed in the recommendations of the Report).The results are 
presented by issue, and conclusions are drawn as to the overall sustainability of the individual options presented with consideration 
of possible long, short term and some cumulative effects. As part of this process, consideration has also been given to the need for 
mitigation of negative effects.  Mitigation can take a wide range of forms including: 
 

- Changes to the DPD as a whole, including bringing forward new options, or adding or deleting options 
- Refining policies in order to improve the likelihood of beneficial effects and to minimise adverse effects 
- Technical measures to be applied during the implementation stage      
  

Following the matrices, the findings from the tables are consolidated into a series of headlines. The suggested changes are then 
drawn together in a series of General and Specific Recommendations to be taken forward as the document evolves. It should be 
noted however that whilst the SA process does inform the decision making process, it is not the sole decision making tool, and 
there will be many other factors which also need to be considered in choosing between options and preparing the plan.   
 
Note that the indicators within the matrices must not be treated in a purely quantitative fashion; they indicate how a policy, proposal 
or option performs against a specific objective. It will not always necessarily be that the option with the most ‘+’ scorings will be the 
most sustainable option.  
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12. Uncertainties, Limitations and Assumptions  
 
The Sustainability Appraisal process provides a useful tool in identifying issues and suggesting possible forms of mitigation. It tests 
the performance and robustness of policies against the Council’s sustainability objectives. However, there are a number of 
uncertainties and limitations that exist in the sustainability appraisal process, which are summarised below: 
 

• In a number of cases, indicators have been identified despite there being no baseline data currently available with which to 
establish trends or measure effects.  It was not always possible to predict effects on the basis of qualitative data. 

• There is a risk that officers may make their own assumptions about the possible effects arising from a particular option.  
However, consultation on the SA report is seen as adding value in allowing other ‘experts’ and interested stakeholders to 
review the effects identified. 

• Difficulties have been identified in respect of predicting the impact of the DPD in the long term, which has further complicated 
the process of accurately appraising the sustainability of the strategy. 

• Difficulties associated with and distinguishing between and separating out the influence of the DPD from other external 
factors.  For example whilst the predicted trends for a particular baseline indicator may suggest that the situation is 
worsening over time, possibly because of various factors beyond the control of the DPD, the DPD itself may still have a 
positive influence. 
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13. Sustainability Appraisal Matrices for the Development 
Management Issues & Options 
 
The matrices analyse the sustainability of the Development Management Issues and Options Document. The full list of Headlines 
and Recommendations drawn from the matrices can be found in the following chapters. 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

2. Ealing Council, as local planning 
authority will  
 
• Encourage renovation of existing stock - 
both market and social housing; 
• Resist sub-standard residential units 
being created as outbuildings in existing 
residential property; and, 
• Ensure that design excellence is a 
particular priority in respect of high density 
development. 
 

     ++    ++      ++    +  + 
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Commentary 
 
The renovation of existing stock, is usually, in sustainability terms, preferable to the wholesale rebuilding of areas. Design excellence requires further clarification. Reference could be made to 
CABE’s Building for Life Scheme.  
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• Clarification regarding what is considered as design excellence in the local context; reference to CABE’s Building for Life Scheme. This, as noted in the proposal, will be of particular 
importance for high density developments, especially in meeting the challenge of designing for families in these schemes. Such successful case studies as the Vauban Eco Suburb in 
Freiburg will be of use in learning how this might be successfully achieved.  

 
• Proposal adds little to national or regional guidance: consider developing local design guidelines 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

3. Safeguard and improve the travellers 
site at Bashley Road in Park Royal, and, 
plan for any additional accommodation 
required in conjunction with the gypsy and 
traveller communities, based on identified 
needs, and design criteria to ensure a 
good standard of amenity for the 
occupants and the surrounding area. 
 

     +             + 
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Commentary  
 
The needs of Travellers could be articulated more clearly through this proposal; the current drafting lacks specificity.  
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• The proposal adds little to national and regional policy, aside from providing a geographical location. More detailed proposals could be developed, which could also explain how ‘identified 
need’ would be understood.  

 
• The proposal could also detail how the local authority would want to consult and work closely with the gypsy community, planning around what they identify as their needs.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

4. In Ealing, on the basis of the incidence                   ++ 
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of deprivation and of opportunities for 
improvement, community regeneration 
areas are defined, which indicate priority 
areas for development and investment that 
can contribute to the regeneration of these 
areas. They are indicated on the Proposals 
Map. 
 

Commentary 
 
At present this proposal and its implications are difficult to appraise due to the provisional nature of the text.  
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• This could be resolved through making some reference or elaboration as to how such schemes might be achieved, along with the partners who would be involved.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

5. For all major residential and business 
proposals, developers are required to 
submit a social impact statement to 
address any increase in the demand for 
community facilities, and the Council may 
negotiate planning obligations with 
developers catering for the increased 
demand. The Council will resist any 
development that would lead to a loss of 
community facilities unless it can be 
demonstrated that there is no longer a 
need for community facilities at that 

   +/?               +/?    +/?  +/? 
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location. If a new residential or business 
development would include a satisfactory 
replacement community facility, the 
developer should provide interim facilities 
during development. 
 

Commentary 
 
Whilst the aspirations of the proposal are entirely positive and to be welcomed in terms of impact across the SA Objectives, the lack of reference to any thresholds or quantifiable criteria make 
impacts unclear, as ‘need’ is not defined.  
 
Suggested Changes 
 

• It is recommended that further detail around criteria and thresholds be built into any emerging policy, in order to bring clearer definition to ‘need’. This could for instance include reference 
to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan and Open Space Strategy, and any standards that they set.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

6. Ealing’s development management 
policy document and proposals map define 
major employment locations, employment 
sites, and the central Ealing office area 
(which include some designated 
development sites). These contribute to 
Ealing’s portfolio of land for business and 
to the employment needs of the borough’s 
residents. In considering proposals for the 
development of land within 
these areas, the Council will  
 

       ?  ?        ++ ++ ?  
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i) have regard to their strategic importance 
for industry, the needs of the local 
economy, opportunities for a mix of uses to 
improve the sustainability of the area, and 
the potential for enhancing the locality – 
particularly where the site adjoins green 
space, conservation areas (including the 
Grand Union Canal) or residential areas; 
ii) protect industrial uses, but allow change 
to warehousing if the site has access to rail 
or canal transport or strategic or main 
distributor roads, and there would be no 
detrimental effect on residential amenity; 
iii) promote office development at the 
Westgate major employment location and 
the central Ealing office area; and, 
iv) safeguard the designated aggregate 
depots in their role providing for the 
construction industry in West London. 
 

Commentary  
 
Impacts on open space are unclear; whilst there may be possibility for capturing developer contributions to enhance adjacent areas, there is also the potential for negative impacts around pollution 
in terms of noise and air.  
 
There is no reference to the evidence base (e.g. Employment Land Review), which will inform this policy, and there are some uncertainties over the robustness of the policy wording.  
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• With regard to point (ii) of the Proposal, there should be reference to a balanced portfolio and reservoir of available sites (i.e. B1 and B2 industrial sites should not be released for B8 
warehousing if there is a shortage of B1 B2). ‘Access to main or distributor roads’ and ‘no detrimental effect on residential amenity’ appear to be very loose criteria on which to base any 
policy for a change of use 
 

• Further criteria based policy for where mixed-use development is appropriate, and when loss of sites to residential uses would be acceptable 
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Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

7. Ealing’s development management 
policy document and proposals map 
defines mixed business and residential 
areas at the Southern Gateway in Park 
Royal, at Greenford station and land to the 
north, and the area south of Southall 
station. These are subject to detailed 
consideration in the forthcoming 
Development Sites policy document, and 
are planned to contribute to borough 
regeneration. 
 

  ?/+     +    +/?   ++    +/?    + +  + 

Commentary 
 
Regeneration of sites is to be welcomed and would have positive effects across the Councils SA Objectives, however this Proposal can be appraised more effectively as further detail emerges. It is 
unclear whether facilities will be provided to meet the criteria of SA Objective 1.  Objective 10 may be met if mixed use development reduces the need to travel by private car. Objective 15 can be 
met positively if people choose to live and work in the same area, thus making shorter, walkable journeys to work more viable.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

8. To ensure that development is properly 
served by public transport, the Council will 
expect: 
(i) the land requirements for the Crossrail 

   +    +        +   + +  +     ++   ++   
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project (as detailed at maps DM4a-DM4e 
at Appendix 1 (see pages 61-65) - and 
ultimately on the Proposals Map - to be 
taken into account in development 
proposals adjoining the route; 
(ii) residential, commercial or other 
premises at development sites in town 
centres to be no more than a 200m walk 
from the nearest bus stop and premises at 
major development sites elsewhere in the 
borough to be no more than 400m walking 
distance from a bus stop; 
(iii) designated drop-off and pick-up points 
for taxis and community transport to be 
provided at stations and major 
developments; 
(iv) appropriate sites to be available for 
safe, well-regulated taxi and vehicle hire 
services, which can serve major 
development and transport interchanges 
without creating on-street parking 
problems or impeding bus operations; 
(v) provision for cycle parking at stations, 
based on an assessment of projected 
demand; 
(vi) the heritage value of station buildings 
to be considered when schemes for public 
transport improvement are being prepared; 
(vii) section 106 agreements to be 
negotiated for public transport 
requirements, and that these include 
contributions to community transport 
services for people with disabilities as well 
as other aspects of public transport 
provision. 
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Commentary 
 
An integrated and effective public transport network is essential to sustainable development. It connects communities, employment locations and essential facilities and services. Providing 
alternative modes to the car such as cycling and walking can help in tackling health inequalities, and contribute towards reducing fossil fuel emissions, linked to climate change. The proposal as it 
stands does cover a broad range of options, however could be built upon further with reference to car clubs and to the underground network. Also noticeable is a lack of reference to the evidence 
base for proposals, such as the Local Transport Plan (LTP) Transport for London’s Development Strategy and any other local/regional/national initiatives in place (e.g. bike it campaign). As well as 
providing additional strategic steer, such organisations may provide sources of funding. ‘Linking up’ and cross working with these organisations will be essential if the elements within the plan are to 
be realised.  
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• Inclusion of reference to car clubs and the underground network 
 

• Reference to evidence base documents  
 

• Reference to partner organisations and delivery mechanisms 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

9. Low car housing will be encouraged 
where there is evidence that car ownership 
and use will be low enough to justify the 
proposal. It is expected that this type of 
proposal will be appropriate in any of the 
following areas: 

    +         + +       ++     
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(i) development sites within 200m of 
stations, in town centres, and at other 
locations where there are on-street parking 
controls; 
(ii) Controlled parking zones, provided that 
developers enter into a legal agreement 
preventing residents from having parking 
permits; and, 
(iii) Any area of the borough, on the basis 
that the developer undertakes to form or 
contribute to a car club in the immediate 
vicinity of the development, and that the 
residents and/or employees occupying the 
development are committed to contribute 
to its management as indicated in a Travel 
Plan and confirmed in a legal agreement. 
 

Commentary 
 
Low car housing should be encouraged in sustainability terms, provided that reasonable alternatives are in place (car clubs and an effective public transport network being two example pre 
requisites).  
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• In terms of its robustness, detailing what exactly low car ownership might constitute could strengthen the proposal. A percentage threshold or average number of cars per household figure 
would make the proposal more practical in its application within the development management process.  

 
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

10. The Council will require development 
proposals to have regard to the safety and 
ease of movement of cyclists and 
pedestrians by ensuring that: 
(i) the layout of the proposed development 

    +      +   + +  +  ++  +   
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includes direct and where appropriate 
separate footpaths and cycleways to local 
shopping and community facilities and 
places of work; 
(ii) any major development which is on or 
near a footpath or a cycle route identified 
on the borough network, should contribute 
to enhancing the route and (if necessary) 
improving access between the site and the 
route; 
(iii) there is careful consideration of the 
choice and location of surface materials 
and street furniture, including lighting, 
signposts, planting, seating etc following 
the principles of inclusive design; 
(iv) cyclists and pedestrians have safe and 
easy crossing facilities, particularly where 
cycle and pedestrian routes cross main 
roads; 
(v) secure cycle parking is provided in 
lockable cycle parking cages for 
employees and residents, and with cycle 
stands for short term visitors; all should be 
provided as near as possible to the 
entrance of the building and under cover 
where appropriate; also, in major non-
residential development, there should be 
showers and changing facilities for cyclists. 
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Commentary  
 
This Proposal aims to increase the viability and practicality of cycling as a form of sustainable transport within new development. Whilst the policy aspirations are entirely positive, as drafted, it lacks 
some specificity over several issues. Point (i) refers to the inclusion of separate path and cycle ways in new development ‘where appropriate’. If the successful application of this policy is to be 
ensured, it would be useful to elaborate on what ‘appropriate’ constitutes. For point (ii), it would be useful to provide examples of what ‘enhancing’ a route could include. A list of examples and 
possible sources of further information would be of use here. For point (iii), it is unclear what the principles of inclusive design will constitute. 
 
Suggested Changes 
 

• Elaboration upon the meaning of ‘appropriate’ 
 

• Examples of what enhancement of a route might include, along with a list of examples and possible sources of further information  
 

• Clarification on what the principles of inclusive design will constitute; the policy could refer to the Governments ‘Manual for Streets’ or other suitable guidance.  
 
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

11. In managing development, the Council 
will consider the environmental impacts of 
goods delivery vehicle movements, and 
where necessary will restrict the permitted 
hours of servicing and operation and the 
size of vehicle making the delivery; 
warehousing development will be 
encouraged to locate in Major Employment 
Locations, provided that the environmental 
costs of heavy goods traffic do not 
outweigh the benefits of the employment 
generated. 
 

    ++     ++ ?       ?  ?   
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Commentary  
 
Goods delivery vehicle movements have a significant effect on residential communities, with the associated noise, fumes and traffic dangers impacting negatively upon peoples well being. 
Restricting hours of operation and the size of vehicles used may help in mitigating some of these effects, as may encouraging development in Major Employment Locations (when linked by non 
residential major roads).  
 
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

12. Ealing’s development management 
policy document and proposals map define 
the borough’s network of metropolitan, 
major and district town centres, 
neighbourhood shopping centres and local 
centre, and specific designated shopping 
frontages. These are to remain as 
indicated on the UDP proposals map, 
except as shown in the map of Southall 
and of Northolt neighbourhood shopping 
centre, at maps DM2 and DM3 
respectively at Appendix 1 (see pages 58-
61). In considering proposals for the 
development of land 
within these areas, the Council will expect  
(i) No loss of shopping floorspace (Class 
A1) in the designated frontages; 
(ii) No loss of existing shop units (Class 
A1) where this would result in the 
surrounding area being more than 400m 
from the nearest operational retail shop. 
 

  +    +/?          +   + +  + 
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Commentary  
 
Maintaining the integrity of the existing network of centres will be key in ensuring the economic, cultural and social vitality of the Borough.  
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• The proposal could be strengthened by specifying how centres might be further enhanced, and how the cultural offer of the Borough could be further developed.  

 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

13. When considering proposals for street 
markets, the Council will have regard to 
the following criteria: 
(i) maintaining the viability and vitality of 
the existing town centre; 
(ii) minimising local environmental impacts, 
especially on the amenity of nearby 
residents; 
(iii) the impact on existing transport 
infrastructure, particularly parking and 
pedestrian flows; 
(iv) the adequacy of the arrangements for 
access, servicing, recycling and refuse 
disposal. 
 

   +     +              +  + 

Commentary 
 
Street markets provide opportunities for economic, social and cultural interaction and can build a strong character and identity within localities.  
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• The sustainability of the proposal could be enhanced by suggesting types of street markets that would be encouraged, where, and how the council might facilitate such activities.  
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Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

14. When considering proposals for eating, 
drinking and entertainment uses (both new 
premises and extensions) the Council will 
have particular regard to the impact on 
amenity, and proposals will be considered 
in relation to the following criteria: 
(i) the concentration of eating, drinking and 
entertainment uses; 
(ii) the location of the proposal; 
(iii) the proximity of residential 
accommodation; 
(iv) the preservation of the appearance 
and the character of the area; 
(v) the existing level of disturbance from 
eating, drinking and entertainment uses; 
(vi) the negative impact from the proposed 
hours of operation; 
(vii) the traffic implications including public 
transport accessibility; 
(viii) the arrangements provided for any 
likely pollution, including ventilation 
equipment, refuse disposal (including 
customer litter), grease traps, and noise 
insulation. 
The Council will have regard to the 
differential impacts of businesses selling 
food and drink for consumption on and off 
the premises, and between restaurants 
and cafes as opposed to public houses 
and night clubs, in considering changes of 
use between proposed uses with use 

  +         +  +        +   + +  + 
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classes A3-5 of the Use Classes Order. 
 

Commentary  
 
Whilst development of new eating, drinking and entertainment uses can improve the social, cultural and entertainment offer of the Borough, benefits must be carefully balanced against detrimental 
effects such as noise, disturbance and pressure on existing parking arrangements. To ensure that the Councils Sustainability Objectives are met, it will be essential to take through a robust set of 
criteria by which to judge applications.  
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

15. The Council will encourage 
development proposals involving cultural, 
sports and leisure activity in the borough’s 
town centres, and will prevent the loss of 
such facilities; neighbourhood facilities will 
also be encouraged in the network of local 
schools and libraries, and there may be 
occasion for specialist locations, such as 
GWR at Southall and appropriate 
canalside development. More 
specifically, the Council will promote the 
following – 
(i) artistic and cultural quarters centred on 
Bond Street/Ealing Green, Central 
Southall, Central Acton, Greenford Town 
Centre and Hanwell Broadway; 
(ii) hotel development, consistent with 
London’s tourist bedspace needs, in town 
centres and at public transport 
interchanges, subject to there being no 
loss of housing.  
 

 ++    +   +/?  ? +       +    ?/+   + +  ++ 
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Commentary 
 
Whilst Objective 3 would be positively met with regard to cultural development, reference is not made to the historic environment and how this might be protected. Increased cultural activities, hotel 
development and other intensification may well have noise implications, but this will be largely dependent upon any mitigation measures which are developed. Objective 15 may be positively met, in 
that a focus on town centre development enables the utilisation of the existing public transport networks, designed around urban centres, and reduces peoples need to rely on the motor car.  
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• Reference to protection of the historic environment within the proposals 

  
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

16. Ealing’s development management 
policy document and proposals map define 
the borough’s network of open/green 
space, comprising Green Belt, 
Metropolitan Open Land, Green Corridors, 
Heritage Land, Public Open Space, 
Community Open Space, Nature 
Conservation sites and management 
areas. These are to remain as indicated on 
the UDP proposals map, except as shown 
at Appendix 1 for nature conservation 
areas (see map DM5 at page 66) and MOL 
(see map DM2 at page 58). 
Within these areas there will be a general 
presumption against built development, 
unless it is directly related to and supports 
the open space use of the land. 
Development proposals adjoining such 
land will also be expected to preserve and 
enhance the open character of these 
areas, and in considering such proposals 
the Council will have regard to the 
following criteria (to be developed 
further): 

    +        +  +    ++ ++ + + +    +     +   
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- Any development must respect the style 
& character of the surrounding area, and 
be of a small scale, with sensitive 
boundary treatment, and not 
destroy/compromise the open character of 
the area. 
- A buffer strip of 5m (10m in the case of 
SINC/SMI sites) is provided on land 
immediately adjoining the open space. 
- Any development should not make 
adjacent areas of open space less 
defensible against further encroachment. 
- Any development should not have an 
adverse impact on the water environment, 
particularly in relation to the Green 
Corridors. 
- Any development must not 
compromise/jeopardise access to the open 
space, and will be positively encouraged to 
enhance access. 
A general presumption against 
inappropriate development will also be 
extended to other open spaces which are 
not formally designated including incidental 
spaces, such as road verges and back 
gardens, and particular priority will be 
placed on their protection in areas of open 
space deficiency. 
 

Commentary  
 
The protection of green spaces will be vital in maintaining the rich biodiversity and ecology of the borough. The existence of high quality green spaces is also known to have significant benefits on 
mental health; as well providing opportunities for sports and informal exercise. Green and Open spaces are an intrinsic characteristic of Ealing, and their protection and enhancement should be 
planned for as a key priority.   
 
Suggested Changes  
 

• It would be expected within the development management policies regarding green space to make reference to the councils emerging Open Space Strategy and green infrastructure 
proposals, as well as to any other supporting evidence base documents.  
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Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

17. The Council encourages and support 
the enhancement of existing open space in 
the borough, including improved access for 
pedestrians and cyclists, and via public 
transport. Development directly related to 
the purposes of the open space and which 
accord with its open character will be 
permitted, subject to the satisfaction of the 
following criteria: 
(i) The openness of the site will not be 
compromised. 
(ii) The proposed changes will not 
compromise an already established 
informal open space function of the site, 
for example for sitting out, walking or 
nature conservation. 
(iii) The proportion of buildings and hard 
surfaced areas are not materially 
increased. 
(iv) The use of floodlighting would not 
harm adjoining residential amenity or 
biodiversity value on the site or on 
adjoining land. 
(v) Built development is of an ancillary 
nature, and is of a modest size preserving 
the overall open character of the site. 
(vi) Areas important for their landscape 
and nature conservation value should be 
protected. 
 

        +  +   + + + +    +     +  + 
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Commentary 
 
The enhancement of existing open space is key to improving peoples access to and enjoyment of the environment. The positive impacts of green and open space, and of integrated green 
infrastructure can include attracting and retaining people and investment, reducing urban related health problems (obesity, mental health problems) as well as improving environmental and air 
quality (particularly where enhancements include the planting of trees). Open and green spaces are a central characteristic of the Borough which must be carefully managed and enhanced well into 
the future if the Council’s Sustainability Objectives are to be met.  
 
Suggested Changes 
 

• How nature and conservation value would be defined within point (v) is not detailed. This could be detailed with reference to the green space strategy and to the standards which emerge 
from the final report.  At present there is no landscape classification material that the council refers to. If landscape is being referred to within the policy, then there needs to be a contextual 
understanding of what it constitutes at the local level. 

 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

18. The Council whilst recognising the 
need to contribute towards the supply of 
land won aggregates in London, will resist 
the extraction of mineral aggregates on 
sites where this would have an adverse 
impact on the local environment; including 
landscape, nature conservation, ground 
and surface water, archaeological interests 
and the effects of operations and traffic on 
residential amenity. The Council will also 
seek to minimise the movement of 
aggregates by road, having regard to the 
proximity principle, and maximise the 
movement of aggregates via rail or canal 
network, and encourage recycling at depot 
sites in Ealing – including Horn Lane and 
Park Royal Road. 
 

    ++        +         ?/-    
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Commentary  
 
The mining of aggregates and the associated traffic and pollution implications can be highly detrimental upon residential neighbourhoods. The detrimental effects can take a variety of effects, with 
noise pollution leading to increased stress levels; scientific links have been made between increased noise levels leading to stress and heart disease, consequentially resulting in increased 
mortality.  
 
Potentially negative implications can be expected in terms of employment if mineral aggregates sites are not exploited to their full potential.  
 
 
 

Development Management Policies Initial Proposals  
 Sustainability Objectives 

Initial Proposal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

19. Ealing’s Development Management 
policy document will define flood risk in the 
borough in the form of flood zones (for 
fluvial and tidal flood risk) and map other 
sources of flood risk. 
Within Flood Zones 1, 2 and 3 the Council 
will seek to ensure that developments 
reduce the overall level of flood risk in the 
area and beyond through its layout and 
form, and the appropriate application of 
sustainable drainage techniques. 
In addition within flood zone 3 the Council 
will seek to identify and encourage 
opportunities though the development 
process to: 
i) relocate existing development to land in 
zones with a lower probability of flooding; 
and 
ii) create space for flooding to occur by 
restoring the functional floodplain and 
flood flow pathways and by identifying, 
allocating and safeguarding open space 
for flood storage. 
Flood Risk Assessments will be required to 
accompany planning applications for 
development proposals of 1 hectare or 
greater in flood zone 1 and all proposals 

   +   +       ++         
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for development located within flood zones 
2 and 3. 
All new developments will be the subject of 
a sequential test. The sequential test will 
be used to locate new development to the 
least risky areas, giving highest priority to 
flood zone 1. The functional floodplain will 
be protected from development, including 
the use of a buffer strip along main rivers 
and ordinary watercourses. 
Development likely to pollute or adversely 
affecting the quality of ground water or 
rivers and surface water, will not be 
permitted. 
 

Commentary 
 
Objective 11 could be positively met; with increased flooding events associated with climate change, the sensitive siting of development will be essential to ensure vulnerability is minimised.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 1 
Housing Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 1: How should we respond to the demand for smaller units and their suitability in mixed-use development in busy areas, while also attempting to cater for the continuing need for affordable 
family housing, including large units so that extended families can be accommodated? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 5.6 on 
small units, particularly the resistance to 
sub-dividing modest family homes in 
residential areas into flats. 

     ?       ?         ?   

(b) UDP 5.6 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit 
taking account of the identified housing need 
and market assessment. 

     ?       ?         ?   

(c) Alter UDP 5.6 by extending the 
protection for family homes, and setting 
limits on the proportion of flatted 
accommodation in areas of relatively low 
public transport accessibility. 

     ?/-     ?/-         ?   
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Commentary 
 
Whilst the retention of modest family homes may help in providing affordable family housing, the options drafted do not identify all of the possible approaches that could be taken in dealing with this 
issue. For instance the tenure will influence the affordability of housing, the design will influence the suitability.  
 
The option (c), setting limits on flatted accommodation (thereby encouraging proposals for lower density development), has the potential to perpetuate, not to tackle the issue of low transport 
accessibility. Higher density development would make public transport more viable, and also increases the potential for shared heating networks and community renewable energy technology. 
Higher densities also allow for land to be provided for shared open space, allotments and community facilities, all of which would be beneficial to both families and those wishing to have smaller 
units. The issue that arises is how these might be successfully delivered in the current housing market, and with the poor standards of design that some developers offer. The exploration of 
alternative tenures and community governance within housing development may increase the possibility of producing more sustainable high-density development.  
 
Availability of different types of housing would have an impact upon Objective 6, housing type and density may influence Objective 8 (Open Space). For Objective 17, there may well be implications, 
but at this stage they are unclear.   
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
When tested against the Council’s Sustainability Objectives, the Options appear to have several uncertain implications. The ‘monitor and manage’, piecemeal approach of option (b) could lead to 
significant inconsistencies across the Borough. The issues articulated above would however also indicate that the two remaining options contain significant drawbacks. As a sustainable alternative, 
an option (d) could be as follows: 
 
Include the content of UDP policy 5.6 on small units, particularly the resistance to sub-dividing modest family homes in residential areas into flats. However applications should be dealt with on merit 
taking account of the identified housing need and market assessment. Flatted accommodation (designed intelligently for families alongside single occupancy) should be focussed around public 
transport hubs, increasing accessibility and proximity to services, whilst reducing the need to travel by private car.  
 
Such a policy could sign post a preferred approach, whilst allowing for site-specific flexibility where this could be demonstrated as both justified and viable.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 2 

Housing Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue2 : Should we provide more guidance on good living conditions for residents, architectural quality, the relationship of the development to its setting and sustainability principles as they relate to 
residential development? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 5.5, 
with tables on outlook and privacy, 
residential garden space and back-land. 

     ?/+   ?/+              

(b) Take a more flexible and permissive 
approach, leaving out the UDP 5.5 details. 
Balance this by selecting neighbourhoods 
where greater control should be applied1.  

  ?/+   ?/+              

(c) Retain UDP 5.5 and bring in additional 
criteria on distances between windows in 
neighbouring dwellings, constraints on the 
use of basements, and require Code for 
Sustainable Homes level 4 as a minimum 
standard.2

  +   +              

Commentary 
  
Not explored within the drafted options is the possibility for production of detailed local urban design guidelines, or an Urban Design Supplementary Planning Document, which could more 
specifically express the standards that the council required development to achieve.     
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Providing good living conditions for residents, along with a high architectural quality and sustainable development principles, it will take more detail than what any of the listed options are at present 
advocating. In order to detail more specifically how the councils aspirations regarding design can be achieved, it is recommended that Option (c) be adopted, along with an accompanying reference 
to the production of a design standards or sustainable urban design and construction SPD. Such a document could draw on a wide range of good practice and examples of local case studies, as 
well as including cooperation from other partners, e.g. Public Health Professionals, and bespoke consultation exercises with local stakeholders.  
 
 

 

                                                 
1 This would mean areas with special policies and with ‘article 4 directions’ restricting permitted development by householders. 
2 For further information see: http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/england/professionals/en/1115314116927.html
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 3 
Housing Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 3: To what extent should we provide for hostels catering for temporary shelter, and other types of specialist housing such as houses in multiple occupation, and student or nurses 
accommodation, which competes for land with other general needs housing? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 5.7, 
taking care to avoid over-concentration of 
this type of accommodation in particular 
neighbourhoods, and using temporary 
permissions where appropriate. 

     ?              

(b) UDP 5.7 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit 
taking account of the identified housing need 
and market assessment. 

     ?              

(c) Retain UDP 5.7 and add stronger 
references to the need for high quality 
design that respects the character of the 
residential neighbourhoods in which hostel 
type accommodation is proposed to be 
located. 

     ?              

Commentary 
  
These options are very difficult to appraise, as the outcome of either one is somewhat unclear. Option (a) would appear to lead to social engineering; option (b) would lead to a piecemeal approach 
and provide minimal certainty, whereas option (c) presents a focus upon the physical design of hostel type accommodation. Any policy developed should be grounded in a robust evidence base; this 
would include the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) and Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). In order to meet the councils overarching Sustainability Objectives, 
housing need should be met, and competing pressures should be balanced on the basis of sensitive and intelligent design as opposed to preference or favour for particular socio economic groups.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Based on the above discussion, it is recommended that the most sustainable option would be (c), as it considers geographical location and the appearance of the building.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 4 

Housing Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 4: How should we facilitate appropriate and good quality extensions and alterations to private houses and gardens? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 5.9 
and 4.14, referring to the impacts on 
neighbouring residents, the architectural 
quality of development, the character of the 
area, streetscape and highway safety & the 
aesthetic impact of satellite dishes and other 
equipment. 

      +          +       

(b) UDP 5.9 and 4.14 are not necessary, 
and applications should be dealt with on 
merit in the context of the London Plan’s 
general design policies or local policies 
arising from our response to issue 2 above, 
together with existing supplementary 
documents and guidance 

  ?/-          ?/+       

(c) Retain UDP 5.9 and 4.14 and add 
stronger references to the need to ensure 
good quality garden space, inclusive design 
and environmental sustainability – 
particularly in respect of the use of front 
gardens for parking. 

  ++          ++       

Commentary  
 
Extensions and alterations to private houses and gardens can have a significant effect on neighbouring residents, particular in terms of impacting on the architectural heritage, and in some cases, 
the historic environment. Meeting Objective 3 may not be possible under proposal (b), as the lack of local detail left when UDP 5.9 and 4.14 are deleted makes it difficult to see how preservation and 
enhancement of the local historic environment and cultural heritage can be guaranteed.  Objective 13 (enhancing existing buildings) should be positively met, providing that consistent and quality 
decisions are made through the development management process; however an element of uncertainty is raised, for the reasons outlined for Objective 3.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments: 
 
It is recommended that option (c) is followed as it appears to represent the strongest set of criteria in protecting the interests articulated through the Councils Sustainability Objectives.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 5 
Communities Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 5: What is the best approach to achieving greater capacity for community provision? 
(a) Encourage the improvement of existing 
community facilities provided that the 
resultant arrangements are compatible with 
local amenity, as indicated in UDP policy 8.1 

+ +           +   ?    

(b) In the context of 1A, allow proposals 
which maximise the potential of existing 
community facilities, including 
redevelopment at higher density if this is 
necessary to make them fit for purpose. 

+ +           +   ?    

(c) In the context of 1A, ensure that 
improvement projects prioritise the 
rehabilitation of existing premises, in a way 
that respects the original character of the 
building. 

+ + +          +   ?    

Commentary  
 
There are elements of each proposal that could contribute to delivering the Council’s Sustainability Objectives. With this in mind, a hybrid option combining several of the aspirations outlined. No 
reference to the governance, organisation, type and focus of ‘provision’ and what it might constitute. The impact on objective 16 is dependent around what community facilities might constitute.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
It is recommended that in order to meet the widest range of the Councils Sustainability Objectives, a combined option is followed: 
 
‘Encourage the improvement of existing community facilities provided that the resultant arrangements are compatible with local amenity, as indicated in UDP policy 8.1. Allow proposals which 
maximise the potential of existing community facilities, including redevelopment at higher density if this is necessary to make them fit for purpose. Where feasible, ensure that improvement projects 
prioritise the rehabilitation of existing premises, in a way that respects the original character of the building.’ 
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 6 
Communities Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 6: What sort of development should we allow on the site of a community facility that does not need to be retained? 
(a) Where it can be shown that there is no 
need to retain a community facility on a site, 
require the replacement development to be 
affordable housing with some community 
provision, as in UDP policy 8.3 

   ?     ? 
 
 

  +       +     + + 

(b) Where it can be shown that there is no 
need to retain a community facility on a site, 
consider alternative development on its 
merits. With this option there is no need for 
a local policy. 

   ?     ?    ?       +     + + 

(c) Where it can be shown that there is no 
need to retain a community facility on a site, 
encouraging the rehabilitation and 
conversion of the original building for an 
alternative use compatible with the building. 

   ? ? +   ?       ++     + + 

Commentary  
 
It is unclear how it will be ‘shown that there is no need for a community facility’. The options do not make any reference to whether such a facility is being replaced or altogether removed from the 
community; this would obviously have an impact on the decision being made. If such criteria are to be adopted within the Development Strategy, then make reference to them. Note that there are a 
number of uncertainties, because assessment against the SA Objectives is often dependent upon specifying what the community facility might constitute.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
It is recommended that reference is made to the decision making process / criteria as to the ‘need’ for a facility. In terms of the options outlined, the most sustainable would be a combination of (a) 
and (c), encompassing as many of the positive aspects identified as is possible. An example could read as follows:  
 
‘Where it can be shown that there is no need to retain a community facility on a site, require the replacement development to be affordable housing with some community provision, as in UDP policy 
8.3. Where possible, the rehabilitation and conversion of the original building for an alternative use compatible with the building should be encouraged.’ 
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 7 
Communities Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 7: How should we guide the location of new community facilities? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 8.4, 
encouraging leisure and community 
provision to locate in town, neighbourhood 
and local centres, depending on the scale of 
the development and the catchment area. 

    +            +/?      +  + ?/+ + 

(b) Dispense with this local policy, and allow 
the decision-making process to be guided by 
the impact of the development on its 
surrounding area, and the principles of 
sustainable development. 

    ?            +/?        ?  +/? ?/+ + 

(c) The ‘protect the past’ option is not 
appropriate in response to this issue.                    

Commentary  
 
New community facilities will be essential in catering for the needs of growing communities. In terms of the accessibility of services to all, and those without access to a car, it would be most 
sustainable to locate at areas with highest public transport accessibility, in local and neighbourhood centres. Whilst there may be specific incidences where this is not possible, a general 
presumption should be made to focussing the development of community facilities in these locations. Community facilities should contribute to the sustainable economic, social and cultural life of 
places. 
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
A combination of options would be the most sustainable; i.e. option (b) could be triggered when there are specific detrimental effects in locating within a centre, or this simply is not possible due to 
constraints such as available / suitable sites.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 8 
Communities Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 8: Should we require developers to ensure that their projects would be family friendly? 
(a) Require facilities for young children, such 
as babycare rooms, crèche provision etc, as 
in UDP policy 8.6 and supporting text. 

   +             ++             

(b) Dispense with this local policy, and allow 
the decision-making process to be guided by 
the design policies for inclusive 
development. 

    ?          +/?             

(c) The ‘protect the past’ option is not 
appropriate in response to this issue.                    

Commentary  
 
This would appear to be dependant upon several factors such as geographical location and type of development; nonetheless the principle of creating ‘family friendly’ development should not have a 
detrimental impact upon the majority of other types of development, and to this end, it would seem logical to retain the existing local policy, as it does not prejudice any other groups. With sensitive 
design there is no reason why different types of development, for different groups cannot be ‘mixed’; government guidance surrounding the sustainable communities agenda advises against the 
strict segregation between different groups in the community and types of building use. Abandoning option (a) in favour of option (b) would replace a requirement for facilities with ‘design policies for 
inclusive development’. As it is not stated what these might constitute, it would appear to represent a significant degree of uncertainty in comparison to the UDP policy.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
The most sustainable option would appear to be the retention of the existing UDP policy, with modification by including the contents of option (b) ‘allowing the decision making process to be guided 
by the design policies for inclusive development.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 9 
Communities Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 9: How should we balance the need to protect school playing fields with other education priorities? 
(a) Protect existing school playing fields and 
resist any net loss of useable playing field 
area, as in UDP policy 8.7. 

+      ++ ++ ++         + + 

(b) Dispense with this local policy, and allow 
the decision-making process to be guided by 
education priorities. 

?      +/? +/? +/?         + + 

(c) Strengthen UDP 8.7 by designating all 
school playing fields as community open 
space. 

+ ?     ++ ++ ++         + + 

Commentary  
 
Playing fields provide a valuable resource for children and adults, helping to tackle urban health issues such as obesity, along with an education resource, a place to think, and often a lively habitat 
and natural sanctuary. In sustainability terms, there would be significant disadvantages to allowing loss of useable playing field area. Option (a) presents certainty in this regard. Option (b) leaves 
vulnerability to change (i.e. reduction), and option (c) presents an extra level of protection by advocating re designation.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
To ensure the Councils Sustainability Objectives are met into the future, and to provide the greatest level of protection, a combination of options (a) and (c) are advocated.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 10 
Employment Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 10: How should we respond to the demand for small business activity on sites not designated for this purpose, balancing the need to facilitate enterprise with the environmental impacts of 
such activity in residential areas? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 6.1 on 
retaining smaller local economic activity at 
non-designated sites, and permitting small-
scale business use in residential property 
where there would be no detriment to the 
local environment, and there would be 
continued residential occupation. 

     +       +   +/? +  ?/+ 

(b) UDP 6.1 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit, 
while removing constraints on opportunities 
for additional housing provision in residential 
areas. 

     ++       +   - -  - 

(c) Strengthen UDP 6.1 by making clear that 
existing small business premises in 
residential areas will not be permitted to be 
converted or redeveloped for residential use, 
unless a five-year marketing campaign has 
failed to find a business occupier for the 
premises. 

     ?/+       ?/+   +/? +  ?/+ 

Commentary  
 
The development of small business activity in neighbourhoods can help to build self-sufficient sustainable communities, however this must be carefully balanced against the needs of existing 
centres, and any development away from centres should not detract from the existing retail offer within the hierarchy. Furthermore there must be a careful consideration of associated traffic impacts, 
parking arrangements and noise implications on the surrounding residential environment.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
On balance, it is recommended that a hybrid option is pursued. Option ‘c’ could lead to a large degree of uncertainty, and also lead to empty small business premises for up to 5 years before they 
can serve any other useful purpose. The combination of options a & b is advocated as most sustainable, I.e.: 
‘Include the content of UDP policy 6.1 on retaining smaller local economic activity at non-designated sites, and permitting small-scale business use in residential property where there would be no 
detriment to the local environment, and there would be continued residential occupation. However applications should be dealt with on merit, and opportunities for additional housing provision in 
residential areas should be realised.’ 
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 11 

Transport Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 11: How should we respond to the potential for electric cars and other forms of environmentally-friendly motor transport to succeed in London? 
(a) Include the statement in the supporting 
text of UDP policy 9.1 (9.1-j13) that if there 
is an enforceable undertaking in the travel 
plan that only non-polluting vehicles will be 
allowed on site, allow a greater number of 
parking spaces than would normally be 
permitted. 

    ?/-         ++ +       +     

(b) Promote the provision of a network of 
facilities for electric vehicles, and require 
charging points in car parks and at 
appropriate locations in all of the borough’s 
neighbourhoods. 

             + +       +     

(c) Identify areas of the borough, where, by 
virtue of the high atmospheric pollution 
caused by motor exhaust fumes, it would be 
appropriate only to permit development that 
is served by environmentally-friendly motor 
vehicles along with improved footpaths and 
cycleways. 

    ?/-         +   ++ +       ++     

Commentary  
 
Electric cars and other forms of environmentally friendly motor transport should be encouraged and facilitated across the borough. Objective 1 might be impacted upon negatively though if particular 
groups do not have access to ‘non-polluting vehicles’, and their ability to access certain sites or facilities is prejudiced.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
It is recommended that the council pursue option (b), incorporating the element of option (c) that advocates improved footpaths and cycleways. The Council should seek to define ‘polluting vehicles’; 
whilst encouraging non-polluting transport, a careful balance must be struck in not causing spatial social exclusion.   
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 12 

Shopping, Culture, Sport and Tourism Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 12: How should we ensure that amusement centres would not damage the attractiveness of town centres? 
(a) Continue with UDP policy 7.7, which 
refers to impact on residential amenity, 
inappropriate location near a school or youth 
facility, and detriment to a conservation 
area. 

      +  +        ?   + ?  ? 

(b) Abandon policy 7.7 and allow this type of 
use that is now common in town centres.   -          -        ?   + ?  ? 

(c) Strengthen UDP policy 7.7 by including 
clearer design controls, so that these 
premises fit better with the character of our 
town centres and other shopping centres. 

  +  +        ?   + ?  ? 

Commentary  
 
Amusement centres can have a significant impact on town centres, in terms of noise, disturbance, visual pollution, but can also provide jobs and leisure facilities. The options as drafted may have 
mixed effects upon the Councils Sustainability Objectives, with Option (b) presenting a particularly negative and uncertain set of potential outcomes.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
The most sustainable option would be a combination of (a) and (c): ‘Continue with UDP policy 7.7, which refers to impact on residential amenity, inappropriate location near a school or youth facility, 
and detriment to a conservation area. Further strengthen the policy by including clearer design controls, so that these premises fit better with the character of our town centres and other shopping 
centres. 
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 13 
Shopping, Culture, Sport and Tourism Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 13: How should we regulate fast food outlets proposed near schools so that they do not undermine healthy eating in schools? 
(a) Continue with UDP policies 7.3 – 7.6, 
restricting these uses in the interests of 
retaining shops and their impact on amenity. 

      +  +            ?/+   

(b) As option 13A, but working with the fast 
food operator to restrict sales to school 
children during specified hours. 

      +          ?/+   

(c) Refuse fast food outlets near schools, as 
recommended by the Department of 
Education, to prevent them undermining 
healthy eating policies in schools. 

      ++          -   

Commentary  
 
Unhealthy fast food outlets can seriously undermine the health of children when used on a regular basis, and instead of healthy foods. The definition of unhealthy fast food must be defined more 
clearly though for the purposes of decision making on planning applications.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments: 
 
The different approaches have a range of impacts, and it is not straightforward in sustainability terms, which should be supported. The approach should be led by the Councils priorities; i.e. 
supporting new business and community facilities, or to tackling health inequalities. The author would advocate option (c), which does the most to support the health of children and young adults. 
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 14 
Open Environment Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 14: What standards should we require in terms of open space provision standards as part of new development?  How do we relate this to deficiency areas? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 5.5 
with regard to residential garden space and 
child play space provision. 

     +  +/?     + + + +      +      +     +  + 

(b) Adopt a less prescriptive approach to 
provision standards.  Provision to be 
determined on a case by case basis. 

  ?      +/?     +/?    +/?    +/?     +/?     +/?     +/?         +/?  +/? 

(c) Develop a comprehensive policy to cover 
the range of standards.  To include: 
- Park provision 
To be applied in the case of large strategic 
applications, where new or additional public 
open space is likely to be sought.  In the 
case of larger schemes could also 
potentially consider provision standards in 
terms of allotments and burial land. 
 
- Amenity/garden space provision 
Based on existing standards in UDP policy 
and SPG 13, but providing further 
advice/clarification with regard to the use 
of/contribution of roof terraces/balconies.   
 
- Child play space 
Existing UDP policy to be revised to require 
10 sq. m. per child bed space in line with the 
Mayors SPG.  Further clarification is also to 
be provided on the dual use of 
garden/amenity space as childrens play 
space.  
 

  ++  ++     ++ ++ ++ ++ ++      +     ++  ++ 
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- Active recreation/sports provision 
Standards to be defined. 
 
This policy will also provide guidance on 
how standards should be adjusted in order 
to reflect deficiency, and in which cases it 
will be acceptable to accept off-site provision 
or contributions to improve the quality of 
existing space (including investing in 
adjoining open space), should it not be 
possible to achieve standards on site, or to 
make a quantitative provision off-site. 

Commentary  
 
Utilising a comprehensively planned approach to Open Space in the Borough would undoubtedly guarantee that above the other options, the Councils Sustainability Objectives would be met. Option 
(a) does not meet the full potential that a policy could realise, and option (b) would lead to an unplanned and piecemeal approach to Green Space, which lacked connectivity, interrelation and 
strategic purposes.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
It is recommended that the Council pursue option (c) as the most sustainable approach.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 15 

Climate change and Ealing’s Metabolism Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 15: How should we best achieve carbon emission savings as part of new developments?      
(a) Continue with UDP policy 2.9, which 
seeks the application of energy efficiency 
principles (but specifies no targets) and 
expect the incorporation of equipment for 
renewable power generation so as to 
provide at least 10% of energy requirements 
for major developments. 

           + +      +   

(b) Adopt a less prescriptive approach, 
determining what is an acceptable and 
viable requirement on a case by case basis. 

             ?/- ?/-      ?   

(c) Establish overall carbon emission 
savings/targets for new development 
(including conversions), to be achieved by a 
range of measures in line with the Mayor’s 
Energy hierarchy. 
i.e. define 

• x% in terms of overall carbon 
emission savings 

of which 
• x% from energy efficiency 

measures 
• x% from CHP 
• x% from on-site renewables 

 
The above standards would incrementally 
increase over the life of the plan – this will 
be specified in policy.   
 
Standards will also be adjusted/varied by 
development/building type, for example, 
standards may vary between residential and 
commercial or for development within 
conservation areas or in Low Carbon Zones.  
 
The minimum standards will apply in the 

         ++ ++      ++  + 
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case of major developments, although 
reduced standards will be set and apply for 
smaller schemes, i.e. for residential 
schemes of 5-9 units.   
Level 4 of the Code for Sustainable Homes 
and BREEAM Excellent rating will be 
required for all new residential and 
commercial development respectively, with 
incremental increases specified over the life 
of the plan.   
 
Criteria will also be specified requiring new 
development to contribute to/feed into 
established decentralised networks. 

Commentary  
 
Renewable Energy has the potential to reduce reliance on fossil fuels, reducing carbon emissions and air pollution. Renewable Energy technology can also contribute to building a sustainable 
economy and through new technologies and in particular community CHP, may help to foster a sense of pride in the area.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Option (c) would be the most sustainable to pursue, and allows for changing needs over time. Option (b) provides uncertainty, and option (a) does little to build upon the existing approach, which (c) 
shows can be done effectively to increase the sustainability credentials of the policy.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 16 

Design Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 16: Should we provide more guidance in relation to materials to be used and adaptability of new buildings and places? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.1 
relating to use of appropriate materials and 
adaptability of buildings/places, together 
with existing supplementary documents and 
guidance. 

           +        ?              

(b) UDP 4.1 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit in 
the context of the London Plan’s general 
design policies and/or local policies arising 
from our response to Housing Issue 2  - 
Residential design, together with existing 
supplementary documents and guidance. 

  +/?        ?         

(c) Retain UDP 4.1 and strengthen relevant 
criteria   ++        ?         

Commentary  
 
The use of appropriate materials is vital in preserving and enhancing the local historic environment and cultural heritage. Proposals also have the potential to impact positively on Sustainability 
Objective 11, in terms of increasing energy efficiency.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Option (c) provides the most robust policy approach to be taken forward. These proposals have the potential to be consolidated with / linked to design and sustainability issues. Such areas could 
also be covered in a sustainable design and construction SPD.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 17 
Design Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 17: How should we ensure all new development promotes social inclusion, and specifically caters for people with varied disabilities?   
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.3 
relating to spaces, surfaces, entrances, and 
facilities to cater for people with varied 
disabilities, together with existing 
supplementary documents and guidance. 

    +      +    +      +          +  + 

(b) Applications should be dealt with on 
merit in the context of the London Plan’s 
general inclusive design policies together 
with existing supplementary documents and 
guidance. 

   +/?    +/?    +/?   +/?          +/?  +/? 

(c) Retain relevant content of UDP 4.3 and 
bring in additional criteria and/or minimum 
standards. 

   ++ ++    ++    ++          ++  ++ 

Commentary  
 
All new development should promote social inclusion and specifically cater for people with varied disabilities, if the Council is to successfully meet its Sustainability Objectives. Again, option (c) 
scores highly, however none of the objectives address wider issues around social inclusion, aside from with regard to disabled citizens.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Whilst it has been demonstrated that option (c) is the most sustainable, it could be further modified to incorporate other aspects of social inclusion, such as between different income groups and 
ethnic backgrounds, along the ‘sustainable communities’ principles. ‘Mixed’ communities should be promoted for instance by ensuring that affordable housing is maximised within development, and 
designed integrally with and not apart from other development.   
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 18 

Design Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 18: How should we ensure new developments are safe and secure? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.4 re: 
designing out crime and the Police Secured 
by Design initiative 

   +       +   +          +  + 

(b) UDP 4.4 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit in 
the context of the London Plan’s general 
design and safety policies and principles of 
Crime Prevention through Environmental 
Design. 

   +/?     +/?   +/?          +/?  +/? 

(c) Retain relevant content of UDP 4.4 and 
strengthen requirement to achieving relevant 
standards e.g. those set out in ‘Secured By 
Design’ and supplementary guidance. 

  ++   ++   ++          ++  ++ 

Commentary  
 
Designing out crime in new developments will be key to providing confident and safe communities for children and adults. Again, whilst Option (b) does not present any clear negative implications, 
the lack of certainty it produces make it score less than options (a) or (c).  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Pursuing option (c) presents the best option for the Council in Sustainability terms, as the more prescriptive the proposal, the more realistic are the possibilities of meeting the Council’s policy 
aspirations. Such policies could be elaborated within a Sustainable Design and Construction SPD.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 19 
Design Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 19: How do we ensure new and existing landscaping, trees and planting are maintained and protected? 
(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.5, 
with specific reference to maintenance and 
protection of landscaping, trees and groups 
of trees. 

  +  ?  + + + + + +     +  + 

(b) UDP 4.5 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit in 
the context of the London Plan’s general 
policies on open environment. 

  +/?  ?  +/? +/? +/? +/? +/? +/?     +/?  +/? 

(c) Retain UDP Policy 4.5, strengthen 
relevant criteria, and ensure new 
development proposals accord with the 
Council’s Biodiversity Action Plans where 
relevant. 

  ++  ?  ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++     ++  ++ 

Commentary  
 
Landscaping, trees and planting can impact on people’s health and wider quality of life. They can improve air quality, and support sustainable economic growth by creating a quality environment that 
businesses and people are attracted to.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Again, option (c) presents the strongest proposal, as it advocates the strengthening of policy detail and criteria in order to best manage development in a consistent fashion. Option (b) must be 
discounted again due to its lack of direction and local specificity. Pursuing this option could lead to a highly inconsistent and ‘piecemeal’ approach to managing development.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 20 
Design Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 20: How do we protect and enhance Ealing’s statutory Listed buildings and their settings? 

(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.6.   +              +  + 

(b) UDP 4.6 is not necessary, and 
applications affecting listed buildings should 
be dealt with on merit in the context of the 
London Plan’s general design and other 
policies. 

  +/?              +/?  +/? 

© Retain UDP policy 4.6 and strengthen 
assessment criteria relating to proposed 
changes of use and alterations. 

  ++              ++  ++ 

Commentary 
 
The borough has a number of statutory Listed buildings that will require sensitive management in the future. These buildings and their settings can be important in encouraging inward investment, 
as part of the areas cultural offer, and help to create a sense of identity and a source of local pride for residents.   
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments: 
 
Option (c) provides the strongest potential for protecting and enhancing Ealing’s statutory Listed buildings and their settings.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 21 

Design Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 21: How do we protect and enhance Ealing’s Locally Listed Buildings, Buildings with Façade value, and Incidental Features? 

(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.7.        +              +  + 

(b) UDP policy 4.7 is not necessary, and 
applications affecting locally listed buildings 
should be dealt with on merit in the context 
of the London Plan’s general design and 
heritage policies. 

  +/?              +/?  +/? 

(c) Retain UDP policy 4.7 and review the 
Council’s list of locally listed buildings in 
accordance with Table 4C, with view to 
including additional buildings. Strengthen 
criteria against which applications affecting 
locally listed buildings, buildings with façade 
value and incidental features are assessed.  

  ++              ++  ++ 

Commentary  
 
Similar conclusions can be drawn for this Issue as for the previous. Due to Ealing’s local distinctiveness, it will be of particular importance here to develop a strong policy, accompanied by 
supplementary guidance, as through existing Conservation Area Guidance, or through development of further supplementary planning documents.    
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Option (c) 
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 22 
Conservation Areas Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 22: How do we protect and enhance Ealing’s Conservation Areas and their settings? 

(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.7.       +              +  + 

(b) UDP policy 4.7 is not necessary, and 
applications affecting locally listed buildings 
should be dealt with on merit in the context 
of the London Plan’s general design and 
heritage policies. 

  +/?              +/?  +/? 

(c) Retain UDP policy 4.7 and review the 
Council’s list of locally listed buildings in 
accordance with Table 4C, with view to 
including additional buildings. Strengthen 
criteria against which applications 
affecting locally listed buildings, buildings 
with façade value and incidental features 
are assessed. 

  ++              ++  ++ 

Commentary  
 
Ealing has a significant number of Conservation Areas, which will require sensitive development management to ensure that the pressures of a growth are used to enhance, rather than to erode 
their quality. 
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Again option (c) scores most highly, due to its higher level of detail and protection offered.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 23 

Ancient monuments and Archaeological 
Interest Areas Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 23: How do we protect Ancient monuments and Archaeological Interest Areas and their settings? 
 

(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.9. 
       +              +  + 

(b) UDP policy 4.9 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit in 
the context of the London Plan’s general 
design and heritage policies. 
 

  +/?              +/?  +/? 

(c) Retain UDP policy 4.9 and strengthen 
criteria against which applications 
affecting Ancient monuments and 
Archaeological Interest Areas are assessed. 
 

  ++              ++  ++ 

Commentary 
 
Policy specificity at the local level gives the opportunity to highlight key locations and management approaches to be adopted.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Policy (c) provides strongest protection of the Councils Sustainability Objectives 
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 24 
Commercial frontages and Advertising 
Signs Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 24: How do we control the design and appearance of Commercial frontages and Advertising Signs? 
 

(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.10 
including Table 4E relating to criteria to 
control siting and display of advertisements 
together with existing supplementary 
documents and guidance. 
 

      +              +   

(b) UDP 4.10 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit in 
the context of the London Plan’s general 
design policies. 
 

  +/?              +/?   

(c) Retain UDP 4.10 and strengthen criteria 
against which applications for commercial 
frontages and advertisements are assessed. 
 

  +/?              +/?   

Commentary  
 
Commercial frontages and advertising signs can have a significant impact on local amenity, and when appropriately designed, can have a positive effect upon the local economy.   
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Option (c) is the most sustainable, however could be improved with reference to both design and conservation area guidance.  
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 25 
Noise and Vibration 
 Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 25: How do we minimise the impacts of developments that generate or are sensitive to noise and vibration? 
 

(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.11 
relating to developments that may generate 
noise as well as controlling location of new 
noise-sensitive development. 
 

    +     +             

(b) UDP policy 4.11 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit in 
the context of the London Plan’s general 
policy on reducing noise. 
 

    +/?  +/?             

(c) Retain UDP policy 4.11 and strengthen 
criteria relating to noise generation and 
noise-sensitive development against which 
proposals are assessed. 
 

    ++  ++             

Commentary  
 
Noise and vibration can have detrimental effects upon residential communities, and there are proven scientific links to stress and heart disease.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:   
 
Option (c) presents the most sustainable approach for managing noise and vibration 
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 26 
Light Pollution 
 Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 26: How do we minimise the impacts of developments, which include floodlighting and illumination? 
 

(a) Include the content of UDP policy 4.12 
relating to floodlighting and illumination. 
 

  +                 

(b) UDP policy 4.12 is not necessary, and 
applications should be dealt with on merit. 
 

  +/?                 

(c) Retain UDP policy 4.12 and strengthen 
criteria against which applications for 
floodlighting and illumination are assessed. 
 

  ++                 

Commentary  
 
Floodlighting and illumination may be essential to a number of cultural, commercial and leisure developments.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:   
 
Option (c) will again provide the strongest base on which to develop a policy which best meets the Councils Sustainability Objectives 
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Development Management Policies Issues & Options Appraisal: Issue 27 

Mobile phone masts and other apparatus 
 Sustainability Objectives 

Options 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Issue 27: How should we guide telecommunications development so that the economic and social benefits are maximised but the environmental and health impacts are minimised? 
 

(a) Continue with UDP policy 4.13 and table 
4f, balancing the need for new installations 
with visual and health impacts. 
 

  +    +          +   

(b) Government policy in PPG8 provides 
sufficient basis for local decision-making 
when coupled with local policies for design 
and environmental protection. There is no 
need for a specific local policy on mobile 
telephone masts and associated equipment. 
 

  +/?    +/?          +/?   

(c) Strengthen policy 4.13 to ensure that 
there is no unnecessary proliferation of 
masts, and that as far as possible, 
existing masts are shared by operators; 
also that the health impacts of this type of 
development can be kept under review and 
local responses made where necessary in 
the light of emerging scientific information. 
 

  ++    ++          +/?   

Commentary 
 
Telecommunications development can be controlled at the local level to ensure that the Councils sustainability objectives are adequately met.  
 
Recommended Option and any suggested amendments:  
 
Option (c) provides the strongest potential to manage the economic and social benefits along with the negative environmental and health impacts. Suggest insertion of the word ‘negative’ between 
the words ‘the’ and ‘environmental’ in the policy text to read ‘the negative environmental’.  
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14. Headlines from Matrices  
 
The appraisal process has identified the most sustainable options to be taken forward in the next version of the document, and has 
also appraised the initial proposals that have been brought forward. There are areas where the Development Management 
document is performing strongly with regard to the Council’s Sustainability Objectives, as well as areas of uncertainty, and areas for 
improvement. These headlines consolidate the key findings from the matrices: 
 
Strengths 
 

• The initial proposals have positive impacts across key policy areas such as regeneration, open space and transport  
• An extensive range of options has been identified for managing development issues in the future. 
 

Uncertainties 
 

• Some issues arise around the scope, detail and local specificity of emerging policy 
• It is not clear how the policies will deliver mixed communities in terms of socio economic demography and housing tenure 
• Design issues are not clearly defined at the local level 
• Over use of ambiguous terms such as ‘appropriate’ and ‘need’, which lack quantifiable definition  

 
Negative effects 

 
• Some minor negative impacts on specific SA Objectives may occur, however this is often balanced against promoting other 

positive sustainability objectives. For instance, potentially negative implications can be expected in terms of employment if 
mineral aggregates sites are not exploited to their full potential, however careful management is required to ensure that 
pollution and damage to landscapes is minimised.  
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Most Sustainable Options Identified 
 
The most sustainable option appraised was often retention of the existing UDP policy, and it’s strengthening with additional detail 
and criteria. This approach often did most to fulfil the SA Objectives. However there were several instances where the process 
advocated combing options to capture as many of the Councils SA Objectives as possible.  
 
The Sustainability Appraisal process is part of the evidence base and a key element in the decision making process in taking plans 
and policies forward.  However, deciding which option to take forward will involve other factors, such as how the London Plan 
interacts.  
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15. Recommendations  
Overall, the SA concluded that the general impact of the Development Management document on the 19 Sustainability Objectives 
is likely to be positive. However policy drafting could improve performance even further, to reduce levels of uncertainty and 
unpredictability. However it would be anticipated that such issues were resolved as more detailed proposals emerge through the 
evolution of the document. 

The headline issues are summarised below alongside the suggested approaches, mitigation measures and policy amendments that 
might deal with them as the plan develops:  

General Recommendations  
 
The following general recommendations are made for the development of the document: 
 
Issue 
 

Suggested Approach 

Some issues arise around the scope, detail and local specificity of 
emerging policy 
 

Where possible, develop local criteria and 
thresholds into any emerging policy to support 
sustainable and robust decision making 
 

It is not clear how the policies will deliver mixed communities in terms 
of socio economic demography and housing tenure 
 

 Further work to develop proposals which 
encourage mixed communities 

Design issues are not clearly defined at the local level 
 

Provide further local detail. Also explore the 
possibility of future production of Urban Design 
Standards and Sustainable Design and 
Construction SPD’s.  

 
Over use of ambiguous terms such as ‘appropriate’ and ‘need’, which 

 
Introduce threshold and criteria where this is 
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lack quantifiable definition possible, and refer to the emerging evidenc base 
to produce such standards (e.g. Open Space 
Strategy).  

Some minor negative impacts on specific SA Objectives may occur, 
however this is often balanced against promoting other positive 
Sustainability Objectives. For instance, potentially negative 
implications can be expected in terms of employment if mineral 
aggregates sites are not exploited to their full potential, however 
careful management is required to ensure that pollution and damage 
to landscapes is minimised.  
 

Continue to balance effects upon the Council’s 
Sustainability Objectives. However some careful 
balancing is always necessary (e.g. between the 
economy and the environment).  

 
 

 

 

Specific Recommendations  
 
The following specific recommendations are made in relation to the Initial Proposals: 
 

Initial 
Proposal

 

Commentary   Suggested Changes

2  
The renovation of existing stock, is usually, in sustainability terms, preferable to 
the wholesale rebuilding of areas. Design excellence requires further 
clarification. Reference could be made to CABE’s Building for Life Scheme.  
 

 

 
• Clarification regarding what is considered as design excellence in the local 

context; reference to CABE’s Building for Life Scheme. This, as noted in the 
proposal, will be of particular importance for high density developments, 
especially in meeting the challenge of designing for families in these schemes. 
Such successful case studies as the Vauban Eco Suburb in Freiburg will be of 
use in learning how this might be successfully achieved.  
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• Proposal adds little to national or regional guidance: consider developing local 

design guidelines 
 

3  
The needs of Travellers could be articulated more clearly through this proposal; 
the current drafting lacks specificity.  

 

 
• The proposal adds little to national and regional policy, aside from providing a 

geographical location. More detailed proposals could be developed, which 
could also explain how ‘identified need’ would be understood.  

 
• The proposal could also detail how the local authority would want to consult 

and work closely with the gypsy community, planning around what they 
identify as their needs.  

 
4  

At present this proposal and its implications are difficult to appraise due to the 
provisional nature of the text.  

 

 
• This could be resolved through making some reference or elaboration as to 

how such schemes might be achieved, along with the partners who would be 
involved.    

 
5  

Whilst the aspirations of the proposal are entirely positive and to be welcomed 
in terms of impact across the SA Objectives, the lack of reference to any 
thresholds or quantifiable criteria make impacts unclear, as ‘need’ is not 
defined.  

 

 
• It is recommended that further detail around criteria and thresholds be built 

into any emerging policy, in order to bring clearer definition to ‘need’. This 
could for instance include reference to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan and 
Open Space Strategy, and any standards that they set.  

 
6  

Impacts on open space are unclear; whilst there may be possibility for capturing 
developer contributions to enhance adjacent areas, there is also the potential 
for negative impacts around pollution in terms of noise and air.  
 
There is no reference to the evidence base (e.g. Employment Land Review), 
which will inform this policy, and there are some uncertainties over the 
robustness of the policy wording.  
 

 

 
• With regard to point (ii) of the Proposal, there should be reference to a 

balanced portfolio and reservoir of available sites (i.e. B1 and B2 industrial 
sites should not be released for B8 warehousing if there is a shortage of B1 
B2). ‘Access to main or distributor roads’ and ‘no detrimental effect on 
residential amenity’ appear to be very loose criteria on which to base any 
policy for a change of use 
 

• Further criteria based policy for where mixed-use development is appropriate, 
and when loss of sites to residential uses would be acceptable 

 
7  

Regeneration of sites is to be welcomed and would have positive effects across 
the Councils SA Objectives, however this Proposal can be appraised more 
effectively as further detail emerges. It is unclear whether facilities will be 
provided to meet the criteria of SA Objective 1.  Objective 10 may be met if 
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mixed use development reduces the need to travel by private car. Objective 15 
can be met positively if people choose to live and work in the same area, thus 
making shorter, walkable journeys to work more viable.   

 
8  

An integrated and effective public transport network is essential to sustainable 
development. It connects communities, employment locations and essential 
facilities and services. Providing alternative modes to the car such as cycling 
and walking can help in tackling health inequalities, and contribute towards 
reducing fossil fuel emissions, linked to climate change. The proposal as it 
stands does cover a broad range of options, however could be built upon further 
with reference to car clubs and to the underground network. Also noticeable is a 
lack of reference to the evidence base for proposals, such as the Local 
Transport Plan (LTP) Transport for London’s Development Strategy and any 
other local/regional/national initiatives in place (e.g. bike it campaign). As well 
as providing additional strategic steer, such organisations may provide sources 
of funding. ‘Linking up’ and cross working with these organisations will be 
essential if the elements within the plan are to be realised.  

 

 
• Inclusion of reference to car clubs and the underground network 

 
• Reference to evidence base documents  

 
• Reference to partner organisations and delivery mechanisms 

 

9  
Low car housing should be encouraged in sustainability terms, provided that 
reasonable alternatives are in place (car clubs and an effective public transport 
network being two example pre requisites).  
 

 

 
• In terms of its robustness, detailing what exactly low car ownership might 

constitute could strengthen the proposal. A percentage threshold or average 
number of cars per household figure would make the proposal more practical 
in its application within the development management process.  

 
10  

This Proposal aims to increase the viability and practicality of cycling as a form 
of sustainable transport within new development. Whilst the policy aspirations 
are entirely positive, as drafted, it lacks some specificity over several issues. 
Point (i) refers to the inclusion of separate path and cycle ways in new 
development ‘where appropriate’. If the successful application of this policy is to 
be ensured, it would be useful to elaborate on what ‘appropriate’ constitutes. 
For point (ii), it would be useful to provide examples of what ‘enhancing’ a route 
could include. A list of examples and possible sources of further information 
would be of use here. For point (iii), it is unclear what the principles of inclusive 
design will constitute. 

 

 
• Elaboration upon the meaning of ‘appropriate’ 

 
• Examples of what enhancement of a route might include, along with a list of 

examples and possible sources of further information  
 

• Clarification on what the principles of inclusive design will constitute; the policy 
could refer to the Governments ‘Manual for Streets’ or other suitable 
guidance.  

 

11  
Goods delivery vehicle movements have a significant effect on residential 
communities, with the associated noise, fumes and traffic dangers impacting 
negatively upon peoples well being. Restricting hours of operation and the size 
of vehicles used may help in mitigating some of these effects, as may 
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encouraging development in Major Employment Locations (when linked by non 
residential major roads).  

 
12  

Maintaining the integrity of the existing network of centres will be key in 
ensuring the economic, cultural and social vitality of the Borough.  
 

 

 
• The proposal could be strengthened by specifying how centres might be 

further enhanced, and how the cultural offer of the Borough could be further 
developed.  

 
13  

Street markets provide opportunities for economic, social and cultural 
interaction and can build a strong character and identity within localities.  

 

  
 

 

14  
Whilst development of new eating, drinking and entertainment uses can 
improve the social, cultural and entertainment offer of the Borough, benefits 
must be carefully balanced against detrimental effects such as noise, 
disturbance and pressure on existing parking arrangements. To ensure that the 
Councils Sustainability Objectives are met, it will be essential to take through a 
robust set of criteria by which to judge applications.  

 

 

15  
Whilst Objective 3 would be positively met with regard to cultural development, 
reference is not made to the historic environment and how this might be 
protected. Increased cultural activities, hotel development and other 
intensification may well have noise implications, but this will be largely 
dependent upon any mitigation measures which are developed. Objective 15 
may be positively met, in that a focus on town centre development enables the 
utilisation of the existing public transport networks, designed around urban 
centres, and reduces peoples need to rely on the motor car.  

 

 
 

 

16  
The protection of green spaces will be vital in maintaining the rich biodiversity 
and ecology of the borough. The existence of high quality green spaces is also 
known to have significant benefits on mental health; as well providing 
opportunities for sports and informal exercise. Green and Open spaces are an 
intrinsic characteristic of Ealing, and their protection and enhancement should 
be planned for as a key priority.   

 

 
• It would be expected within the development management policies regarding 

green space to make reference to the councils emerging Open Space 
Strategy and green infrastructure proposals, as well as to any other 
supporting evidence base documents.  

 

17  
The enhancement of existing open space is key to improving peoples access to 
and enjoyment of the environment. The positive impacts of green and open 

 
• How nature and conservation value would be defined within point (v) is not 

detailed. This could be detailed with reference to the green space strategy 
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space, and of integrated green infrastructure can include attracting and 
retaining people and investment, reducing urban related health problems 
(obesity, mental health problems) as well as improving environmental and air 
quality (particularly where enhancements include the planting of trees). Open 
and green spaces are a central characteristic of the Borough which must be 
carefully managed and enhanced well into the future if the Council’s 
Sustainability Objectives are to be met.  

 

and to the standards which emerge from the final report.  At present there is 
no landscape classification material that the council refers to. If landscape is 
being referred to within the policy, then there needs to be a contextual 
understanding of what it constitutes at the local level. 

 

18  
The mining of aggregates and the associated traffic and pollution implications 
can be highly detrimental upon residential neighbourhoods. The detrimental 
effects can take a variety of effects, with noise pollution leading to increased 
stress levels; scientific links have been made between increased noise levels 
leading to stress and heart disease, consequentially resulting in increased 
mortality.  
 
Potentially negative implications can be expected in terms of employment if 
mineral aggregates sites are not exploited to their full potential.  

 

 

19  
Objective 11 could be positively met; with increased flooding events associated 
with climate change, the sensitive siting of development will be essential to 
ensure vulnerability is minimised.  

 

 

 
 
The following specific recommendations are made in relation to the Issues and Options:  
 
 

Issue 
 

Commentary Recommended Option and any suggested 
amendments 

 
1 

 
Whilst the retention of modest family homes may help in providing affordable 
family housing, the options drafted do not identify all of the possible approaches 
that could be taken in dealing with this issue. For instance the tenure will 
influence the affordability of housing, the design will influence the suitability.  
 
The option (c), setting limits on flatted accommodation (thereby encouraging 
proposals for lower density development), has the potential to perpetuate, not to 

 
When tested against the Council’s Sustainability Objectives, the Options appear to have 
several uncertain implications. The ‘monitor and manage’, piecemeal approach of option 
(b) could lead to significant inconsistencies across the Borough. The issues articulated 
above would however also indicate that the two remaining options contain significant 
drawbacks. As a sustainable alternative, an option (d) could be as follows: 
 
“Include the content of UDP policy 5.6 on small units, particularly the resistance to sub-
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tackle the issue of low transport accessibility. Higher density development would 
make public transport more viable, and also increases the potential for shared 
heating networks and community renewable energy technology. Higher densities 
also allow for land to be provided for shared open space, allotments and 
community facilities, all of which would be beneficial to both families and those 
wishing to have smaller units. The issue that arises is how these might be 
successfully delivered in the current housing market, and with the poor 
standards of design that some developers offer. The exploration of alternative 
tenures and community governance within housing development may increase 
the possibility of producing more sustainable high-density development.  
 
Availability of different types of housing would have an impact upon Objective 6, 
housing type and density may influence Objective 8 (Open Space). For 
Objective 17, there may well be implications, but at this stage they are unclear.   

dividing modest family homes in residential areas into flats. However applications should 
be dealt with on merit taking account of the identified housing need and market 
assessment. Flatted accommodation (designed intelligently for families alongside single 
occupancy) should be focussed around public transport hubs, increasing accessibility 
and proximity to services, whilst reducing the need to travel by private car.  
 
Such a policy could sign post a preferred approach, whilst allowing for site-specific 
flexibility where this could be demonstrated as both justified and viable.  

 

2  
Not explored within the drafted options is the possibility for production of detailed 
local urban design guidelines, or an Urban Design Supplementary Planning 
Document, which could more specifically express the standards that the council 
required development to achieve.     

 

 
Providing good living conditions for residents, along with a high architectural quality and 
sustainable development principles, it will take more detail than what any of the listed 
options are at present advocating. In order to detail more specifically how the councils 
aspirations regarding design can be achieved, it is recommended that Option (c) be 
adopted, along with an accompanying reference to the production of a design standards 
or sustainable urban design and construction SPD. Such a document could draw on a 
wide range of good practice and examples of local case studies, as well as including 
cooperation from other partners, e.g. Public Health Professionals, and bespoke 
consultation exercises with local stakeholders.  
 
 

3  
These options are very difficult to appraise, as the outcome of either one is 
somewhat unclear. Option (a) would appear to lead to social engineering; option 
(b) would lead to a piecemeal approach and provide minimal certainty, whereas 
option (c) presents a focus upon the physical design of hostel type 
accommodation. Any policy developed should be grounded in a robust evidence 
base; this would include the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) and 
Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). In order to meet the 
councils overarching Sustainability Objectives, housing need should be met, and 
competing pressures should be balanced on the basis of sensitive and intelligent 
design as opposed to preference or favour for particular socio economic groups.  

 

 
Based on the above discussion, it is recommended that the most sustainable option 
would be (c), as it considers geographical location and the appearance of the building.  

 

4  
Extensions and alterations to private houses and gardens can have a significant 
effect on neighbouring residents, particular in terms of impacting on the 
architectural heritage, and in some cases, the historic environment. Meeting 

 
It is recommended that option (c) is followed as it appears to represent the strongest set 
of criteria in protecting the interests articulated through the Councils Sustainability 
Objectives.  
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Objective 3 may not be possible under proposal (b), as the lack of local detail left 
when UDP 5.9 and 4.14 are deleted makes it difficult to see how preservation 
and enhancement of the local historic environment and cultural heritage can be 
guaranteed.  Objective 13 (enhancing existing buildings) should be positively 
met, providing that consistent and quality decisions are made through the 
development management process; however an element of uncertainty is raised, 
for the reasons outlined for Objective 3.  
 
 

 

5  
There are elements of each proposal that could contribute to delivering the 
Council’s Sustainability Objectives. With this in mind, a hybrid option combining 
several of the aspirations outlined. No reference to the governance, 
organisation, type and focus of ‘provision’ and what it might constitute. The 
impact on objective 16 is dependent around what community facilities might 
constitute.  
 
 

 
It is recommended that in order to meet the widest range of the Councils Sustainability 
Objectives, a combined option is followed: 
 
‘Encourage the improvement of existing community facilities provided that the resultant 
arrangements are compatible with local amenity, as indicated in UDP policy 8.1. Allow 
proposals which maximise the potential of existing community facilities, including 
redevelopment at higher density if this is necessary to make them fit for purpose. Where 
feasible, ensure that improvement projects prioritise the rehabilitation of existing 
premises, in a way that respects the original character of the building.’ 
 

6  
It is unclear how it will be ‘shown that there is no need for a community facility’. 
The options do not make any reference to whether such a facility is being 
replaced or altogether removed from the community; this would obviously have 
an impact on the decision being made. If such criteria are to be adopted within 
the Development Strategy, then make reference to them. Note that there are a 
number of uncertainties, because assessment against the SA Objectives is often 
dependent upon specifying what the community facility might constitute.  
 
 

 
It is recommended that reference is made to the decision making process / criteria as to 
the ‘need’ for a facility. In terms of the options outlined, the most sustainable would be a 
combination of (a) and (c), encompassing as many of the positive aspects identified as 
is possible. An example could read as follows:  
 
‘Where it can be shown that there is no need to retain a community facility on a site, 
require the replacement development to be affordable housing with some community 
provision, as in UDP policy 8.3. Where possible, the rehabilitation and conversion of the 
original building for an alternative use compatible with the building should be 
encouraged.’ 
 
 

7  
New community facilities will be essential in catering for the needs of growing 
communities. In terms of the accessibility of services to all, and those without 
access to a car, it would be most sustainable to locate at areas with highest 
public transport accessibility, in local and neighbourhood centres. Whilst there 
may be specific incidences where this is not possible, a general presumption 
should be made to focussing the development of community facilities in these 

 
A combination of options would be the most sustainable; i.e. option (b) could be 
triggered when there are specific detrimental effects in locating within a centre, or this 
simply is not possible due to constraints such as available / suitable sites.  
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locations. Community facilities should contribute to the sustainable economic, 
social and cultural life of places. 
 

 
8  

This would appear to be dependant upon several factors such as geographical 
location and type of development; nonetheless the principle of creating ‘family 
friendly’ development should not have a detrimental impact upon the majority of 
other types of development, and to this end, it would seem logical to retain the 
existing local policy, as it does not prejudice any other groups. With sensitive 
design there is no reason why different types of development, for different 
groups cannot be ‘mixed’; government guidance surrounding the sustainable 
communities agenda advises against the strict segregation between different 
groups in the community and types of building use. Abandoning option (a) in 
favour of option (b) would replace a requirement for facilities with ‘design policies 
for inclusive development’. As it is not stated what these might constitute, it 
would appear to represent a significant degree of uncertainty in comparison to 
the UDP policy.  
 

 

 
The most sustainable option would appear to be the retention of the existing UDP policy, 
with modification by including the contents of option (b) ‘allowing the decision making 
process to be guided by the design policies for inclusive development.  
 
 

9  
Playing fields provide a valuable resource for children and adults, helping to 
tackle urban health issues such as obesity, along with an education resource, a 
place to think, and often a lively habitat and natural sanctuary. In sustainability 
terms, there would be significant disadvantages to allowing loss of useable 
playing field area. Option (a) presents certainty in this regard. Option (b) leaves 
vulnerability to change (i.e. reduction), and option (c) presents an extra level of 
protection by advocating re designation.  
 
 

 
To ensure the Councils Sustainability Objectives are met into the future, and to provide 
the greatest level of protection, a combination of options (a) and (c) are advocated.  

 

10  
The development of small business activity in neighbourhoods can help to build 
self-sufficient sustainable communities, however this must be carefully balanced 
against the needs of existing centres, and any development away from centres 
should not detract from the existing retail offer within the hierarchy. Furthermore 
there must be a careful consideration of associated traffic impacts, parking 
arrangements and noise implications on the surrounding residential 
environment.  

 

 
On balance, it is recommended that a hybrid option is pursued. Option ‘c’ could lead to a 
large degree of uncertainty, and also lead to empty small business premises for up to 5 
years before they can serve any other useful purpose. The combination of options a & b 
is advocated as most sustainable, I.e.: 
‘Include the content of UDP policy 6.1 on retaining smaller local economic activity at 
non-designated sites, and permitting small-scale business use in residential property 
where there would be no detriment to the local environment, and there would be 
continued residential occupation. However applications should be dealt with on merit, 
and opportunities for additional housing provision in residential areas should be 
realised.’ 
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11  

Electric cars and other forms of environmentally friendly motor transport should 
be encouraged and facilitated across the borough. Objective 1 might be 
impacted upon negatively though if particular groups do not have access to ‘non-
polluting vehicles’, and their ability to access certain sites or facilities is 
prejudiced.  
 

 

 
It is recommended that the council pursue option (b), incorporating the element of option 
(c) that advocates improved footpaths and cycleways. The Council should seek to define 
‘polluting vehicles’; whilst encouraging non-polluting transport, a careful balance must be 
struck in not causing spatial social exclusion.   

 

12  
Amusement centres can have a significant impact on town centres, in terms of 
noise, disturbance, visual pollution, but can also provide jobs and leisure 
facilities. The options as drafted may have mixed effects upon the Councils 
Sustainability Objectives, with Option (b) presenting a particularly negative and 
uncertain set of potential outcomes.  

 

 
The most sustainable option would be a combination of (a) and (c): ‘Continue with UDP 
policy 7.7, which refers to impact on residential amenity, inappropriate location near a 
school or youth facility, and detriment to a conservation area. Further strengthen the 
policy by including clearer design controls, so that these premises fit better with the 
character of our town centres and other shopping centres. 

 
13  

Unhealthy fast food outlets can seriously undermine the health of children when 
used on a regular basis, and instead of healthy foods. The definition of unhealthy 
fast food must be defined more clearly though for the purposes of decision 
making on planning applications.  
 
 

 
The different approaches have a range of impacts, and it is not straightforward in 
sustainability terms, which should be supported. The approach should be led by the 
Councils priorities; i.e. supporting new business and community facilities, or to tackling 
health inequalities. The author would advocate option (c), which does the most to 
support the health of children and young adults, and would have the widest 
repercussions. 

 
14  

Utilising a comprehensively planned approach to Open Space in the Borough 
would undoubtedly guarantee that above the other options, the Councils 
Sustainability Objectives would be met. Option (a) does not meet the full 
potential that a policy could realise, and option (b) would lead to an unplanned 
and piecemeal approach to Green Space, which lacked connectivity, 
interrelation and strategic purposes.  

 

 
It is recommended that the Council pursue option (c) as the most sustainable approach.  

 

15  
Renewable Energy has the potential to reduce reliance on fossil fuels, reducing 
carbon emissions and air pollution. Renewable Energy technology can also 
contribute to building a sustainable economy and through new technologies and 
in particular community CHP, may help to foster a sense of pride in the area.  
 

 
Option (c) would be the most sustainable to pursue, and allows for changing needs over 
time. Option (b) provides uncertainty, and option (a) does little to build upon the existing 
approach, which (c) shows can be done effectively to increase the sustainability 
credentials of the policy.  
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16  

The use of appropriate materials is vital in preserving and enhancing the local 
historic environment and cultural heritage. Proposals also have the potential to 
impact positively on Sustainability Objective 11, in terms of increasing energy 
efficiency.  

 

 
Option (c) provides the most robust policy approach to be taken forward. These 
proposals have the potential to be consolidated with / linked to design and sustainability 
issues. Such areas could also be covered in a sustainable design and construction SPD.  

 
17  

All new development should promote social inclusion and specifically cater for 
people with varied disabilities, if the Council is to successfully meet its 
Sustainability Objectives. Again, option (c) scores highly, however none of the 
objectives address wider issues around social inclusion, aside from with regard 
to disabled citizens.  

 

 
Whilst it has been demonstrated that option (c) is the most sustainable, it could be 
further modified to incorporate other aspects of social inclusion, such as between 
different income groups and ethnic backgrounds, along the ‘sustainable communities’ 
principles. ‘Mixed’ communities should be promoted for instance by ensuring that 
affordable housing is maximised within development, and designed integrally with and 
not apart from other development.   

 
18  

Designing out crime in new developments will be key to providing confident and 
safe communities for children and adults. Again, whilst Option (b) does not 
present any clear negative implications, the lack of certainty it produces make it 
score less than options (a) or (c).  

 

 
Pursuing option (c) presents the best option for the Council in Sustainability terms, as 
the more prescriptive the proposal, the more realistic are the possibilities of meeting the 
Council’s policy aspirations. Such policies could be elaborated within a Sustainable 
Design and Construction SPD.  

 
19  

Landscaping, trees and planting can impact on people’s health and wider quality 
of life. They can improve air quality, and support sustainable economic growth 
by creating a quality environment that businesses and people are attracted to.  

 

 
Again, option (c) presents the strongest proposal, as it advocates the strengthening of 
policy detail and criteria in order to best manage development in a consistent fashion. 
Option (b) must be discounted again due to its lack of direction and local specificity. 
Pursuing this option could lead to a highly inconsistent and ‘piecemeal’ approach to 
managing development.  

 
20  

The borough has a number of statutory Listed buildings that will require sensitive 
management in the future. These buildings and their settings can be important in 
encouraging inward investment, as part of the areas cultural offer, and help to 
create a sense of identity and a source of local pride for residents.   
 

 
Option (c) provides the strongest potential for protecting and enhancing Ealing’s 
statutory Listed buildings and their settings.  

 

21  
Similar conclusions can be drawn for this Issue as for the previous. Due to 
Ealing’s local distinctiveness, it will be of particular importance here to develop a 
strong policy, accompanied by supplementary guidance, as through existing 

 
Option (c) 
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Conservation Area Guidance, or through development of further supplementary 
planning documents.    

 
22  

Ealing has a significant number of Conservation Areas, which will require 
sensitive development management to ensure that the pressures of a growth are 
used to enhance, rather than to erode their quality. 

 

 
Again option (c) scores most highly, due to its higher level of detail and protection 
offered.  

 
23  

Policy specificity at the local level gives the opportunity to highlight key locations 
and management approaches to be adopted.  

 

 
Policy (c) provides strongest protection of the Councils Sustainability Objectives 

 
24  

Commercial frontages and advertising signs can have a significant impact on 
local amenity, and when appropriately designed, can have a positive effect upon 
the local economy.   

 

 
Option (c) is the most sustainable, however could be improved with reference to both 
design and conservation area guidance.  

 
25  

Noise and vibration can have detrimental effects upon residential communities, 
and there are proven scientific links to stress and heart disease.  

 

 
Option (c) presents the most sustainable approach for managing noise and vibration 

 
26  

Floodlighting and illumination may be essential to a number of cultural, 
commercial and leisure developments.  

 

 
Option (c) will again provide the strongest base on which to develop a policy which best 
meets the Councils Sustainability Objectives 

 
27  

Telecommunications development can be controlled at the local level to ensure 
that the Councils sustainability objectives are adequately met.  

 

 
Option (c) provides the strongest potential to manage the economic and social benefits 
along with the negative environmental and health impacts.  
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16. Future Work / Next Steps 
 
The next stage (B3, Part 3) in the SA process will be to undertake an Appraisal of the Initial Proposals published for consultation in 
September 2010.  
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Appendix 1 - Glossary of Terms 
 
This Glossary is neither a statement of law nor an interpretation of the law, and its status is only as a guide and should not be used 
as a source for statutory definitions. 
  
Climate Change 
Long-term changes in temperature, precipitation, wind and all other aspects of the Earth's climate. Often regarded as a result of 
human activity and fossil fuel consumption. 
 
Communities and Local Government  
'Communities and Local Government' is the successor department to the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM). It is an 
expanded department with a powerful new remit to promote community cohesion and equality, as well as responsibility for housing, 
urban regeneration, planning and local government 
 
Development Plan Document 
Development Plan Documents are prepared by local planning authorities and outline the key development goals of the local 
development framework.  
Development Plan Documents include the core strategy and, where needed, area action plans. There will also be an adopted 
proposals map that illustrates the spatial extent of policies that must be prepared and maintained to accompany all DPDs. All DPDs 
must be subject to rigorous procedures of community involvement, consultation and independent examination, and adopted after 
receipt of the inspector's binding report. Once adopted, development control decisions must be made in accordance with them 
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. DPDs form an essential part of the Local Development Framework. 
 
Development Strategy  
The Core Strategy, a Development Plan Document setting out the spatial vision and strategic objectives of the planning framework 
for an area, having regard to the Community Strategy (see also DPDs). 
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English Heritage 
Government advisors with responsibility for all aspects of protecting and promoting the historic environment. English Heritage is 
responsible for advising the government on the listing of historic buildings. 
 
Environment Agency 
A government body that aims to prevent or minimise the effects of pollution on the environment and issues permits to monitor and 
control activities that handle or produce waste. It also provides up-to-date information on waste management matters and deals 
with other matters such as water issues including flood protection advice. 
 
Evidence Base 
The information and data gathered by local authorities to justify the "soundness" of the policy approach set out in Local 
Development Documents, including physical, economic, and social characteristics of an area. 
 
Habitat Directive 
Article 6(3) and (4) of the European Communities (1992) Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of 
wild fauna and flora (‘Habitat Directive’). The EU Habitats Directive and Birds Directive are implemented in the UK through the 
Conservation (Natural Habitats) Regulations 1994 (as amended).  
 
Habitat Directive Assessment (HDA) 
Also known as an Appropriate Assessment (AA). An Assessment must be conducted if an initial scoping identifies sites listed under 
the Directive.  
 
Issues and Options  
The non statutory ‘front loading’ stage in the development of a DPD. An authority publishes the document for consultation, setting 
out the possible approaches it might take and the key decisions which will need to be made as the plan progresses.  
 
Lifetime Homes Standards 
Criteria developed by a group convened by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation in 1991 to help house builders produce new homes 
flexible enough to deal with changes in life situations of occupants e.g. caring for young children, temporary injuries, declining 
mobility with age. 
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Local Development Document 
These include Development Plan Documents (which form part of the statutory development plan) and Supplementary Planning 
Documents (which do not form part of the statutory development plan). LDDs collectively deliver the spatial planning strategy for 
the local planning authority's area. 
 
Local Development Framework 
The Local Development Framework (LDF) is a non-statutory term used to describe a folder of documents, which includes all the 
local planning authority's local development documents. An LDF is comprised of: 

• Development Plan Documents (which form part of the statutory development plan) 
• Supplementary Planning Documents  

 
The local development framework will also comprise of: 
 

• Statement of Community Involvement  
• Local Development Scheme  
• Annual Monitoring Report  
• Any Local Development Orders or Simplified Planning Zones that may have been added  

 
Local Planning Authority 
The local authority or council that is empowered by law to exercise planning functions. Often the local borough or district council. 
National parks and the Broads authority are also considered to be local planning authorities. County councils are the authority for 
waste and minerals matters. 
 
Natural England 
Natural England is the Government's statutory adviser on landscape in England, with responsibility for landscape designations such 
as National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Heritage Coasts. Natural England is also concerned with England's 
future landscapes, with involvement in planning policy and a range of environmental land management projects. Natural England 
incorporates the former bodies of English Nature and the Countryside Agency.  
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Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (PCPA) 
The Act updates elements of the 1990 Town & Country Planning Act. The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 introduces: 
 

• a statutory system for regional planning 
• a new system for local planning 
• reforms to the development control and compulsory purchase and compensation systems 
• removal of crown immunity from planning controls.  

 
Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) 
Issued by central government setting out its national land use policies for England on different areas of planning. These are 
gradually being replaced by Planning Policy Statements. 
 
Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 
Issued by central government to replace the existing Planning Policy Guidance notes in order to provide greater clarity and to 
remove from national policy advice on practical implementation, which is better expressed as guidance rather than policy. 
 
Ramsar Sites  
Sites designated under the European Ramsar Convention to protect wetlands that are of international importance, particularly as 
waterfowl habitats. 
 
Regional Assembly / Regional Planning Body (RPB) 
Each of the English regions outside of London has a regional chamber that the regions generally call Regional Assemblies (not to 
be confused with the term Elected Regional Assemblies). They are responsible for developing and co-ordinating a strategic vision 
for improving the quality of life in a region. The assembly is responsible for setting priorities and preparing certain regional 
strategies, including the Regional Spatial Strategy. 
 
Regional Development Agency (RDA) 
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The nine Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) set up in the English regions are non-departmental public bodies. Their primary 
role is as a strategic driver of regional economic development in their region. The RDAs aim is to: 
 

• Co-ordinate regional economic development and regeneration 
• Enable the regions to improve their relative competitiveness 
• Reduce the imbalances that exist within and between regions 

 
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) 
A strategy for how a region should look in 15 to 20 years time and possibly longer. The Regional Spatial Strategy identifies the 
scale and distribution of new housing in the region, indicates areas for regeneration, expansion or sub-regional planning and 
specifies priorities for the environment, transport, infrastructure, economic development, agriculture, minerals and waste treatment 
and disposal. Most former Regional Planning Guidance is now considered RSS and forms part of the development plan. Regional 
Spatial Strategies are prepared by Regional Planning Bodies. 
 
SA Objective 
Ealing has 19 Sustainability Objectives, which were formulated through the Scoping Report. Divided into social, environmental and 
economic categories, each of the objectives is used to appraise plans and policies in terms of their sustainability performance.  
 
Scoping Report 
This includes baseline information about Ealing and identifies key environmental and sustainability issues for the Borough. The 
objectives and framework for conducting Sustainability Appraisals of plans and policies is set out in this report.  
 
Securing the future – New UK Sustainable Development Strategy (2005) 
The strategy builds on the 1999 strategy ‘A better quality of life: a strategy for sustainable development in the UK’. The strategy has 
five basic principles and four agreed priorities, namely sustainable consumption and production, climate change, natural resource 
protection and sustainable communities. 
 
Special Areas for Conservation (SACs) 
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A site designated under the European Community Habitats Directive, to protect internationally important natural habitats and 
species. 
 
Special Protection Areas (SPAs), 
Sites classified under the European Community Directive on Wild Birds to protect internationally important bird species. 
 
Statutory consultees 
Individuals or organisations that the local authority is bound to consult with by law (statute).  
 
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) 
An environmental assessment of certain plans and programmes, including those in the field of planning and land use, which 
complies with the EU Directive 2001/42/EC. The environmental assessment involves: 

• Preparation of an environmental report 
• Carrying out of consultations 
• Taking into account of the environmental report and the results of the consultations in decision making 
• Provision of information when the plan or programme is adopted 
• Showing that the results of the environment assessment have been taken into account 

 
Submission Document  
A Development Plan Document submitted to the Secretary of State for independent examination by a government-appointed 
planning inspector. 
 
Sustainability Appraisal (SA)   
An appraisal of the economic, environmental and social effects of a plan from the outset of the preparation process to allow 
decisions to be made that accord with sustainable development. 

Sustainable development 
A widely used definition drawn up by the World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987: "Development that meets 
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." The government has set 
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out four aims for sustainable development in its strategy A Better Quality of Life, a Strategy for Sustainable Development in the 
UK. The four aims, to be achieved simultaneously, are:  
 

• Social progress which recognises the needs of everyone 
• Effective protection of the environment 
• Prudent use of natural resources  
• Maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment. 
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Appendix 2 – SA Objectives Appraisal Matrix 
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Notes regarding compatibility of SA objectives: 
 
i Ensuring access and inclusion for all without causing harm to the historic environment will require careful attention to design 
ii Designing out crime without causing harm to the historic environment will require careful attention to design 

v t, this 
illustrates the conflict inherent in delivering the principles of sustainable development. 

 
 
 
 
 

iii This objective is likely to lead to new development; this may increase and/or improve the available public open space in the borough, however, it may also 
result in a conflict where public open space is at risk from development. 
iv When ensuring access for all, with potential development of new facilities, the need to protect the natural environment must be taken into account. 
 This objective is likely to lead to new development, which may result in increased pressure on the natural environment and potential loss of habita
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vi An increase in housing and consequent population increase is likely to lead to increased air pollution from vehicles and domestic energy use, however, 
sustainable design and construction of new development and/or improvements to existing dwellings may help to reduce air pollution. 
vii Adaptations to the effects of climate change and measures to reduce contributions to climate change may harm the historic environment and will require 
sensitive design. 

 

viii This policy is likely to lead to new development; this may help to address and adapt to climate change through the use of sustainable design and 
construction techniques, but if numbers of dwellings increase, it is likely to lead to increased contributions to climate change and increased water usage and 
flood risk overall. 
ix Any new development potentially resulting from this objective must take into account the requirement to conserve water resources and prevent flooding.
x The local economy is likely to benefit from the attractive, historic local environment but conflict may arise due to requirements for new business development 
where this may impact upon the historic character of the borough. 
xi Economic growth is likely to lead to development; this must be sensitively designed and sited to avoid impacting on water quality, water resources or flood 
risk. 
xii The incorporation of noise mitigation measures could potentially be resisted, if physical works are required which could be considered unsympathetic in 
terms of the historic fabric of the building. 
xiii Improvements in access to essential facilities could reduce the need to travel and therefore contribute to improvements in air quality. 
xiv The incorporation of air quality mitigation measures could potentially be prevented, where these require physical work that may be considered 
unsympathetic in terms of the historic fabric of the building. 
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Appendix 3 – Refined SA Framework 
 
 
Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 

baseline data  
Baseline table 
reference  

Community centres providing youth 
activities. 
 
 

No data available N/A 

Number of accessible libraries. 
 

10 out of 11. 15 

Will services be provided to a broad 
section of the community, e.g. 
youth/elderly? 
 

Percentage of local authority 
buildings accessible by disabled 
people. 

3.01%  15

Will it improve the quality and 
integration of health services? 

Number of health centres with 3 or 
more disciplines. 

N/A No data available 
 

Number of GP surgeries in the 
borough.  

84 (2005/06) 27 

Number of opticians in the borough. 
 

30 (2005) 
 

29 

Number of dental surgeries in the 
borough 

58 (2005) 
 

28 

1.  Actively support inclusive 
access to essential health, 
community and local services. 

Will it ensure that essential services 
are accessible to those without 
access to a car? 

Access to other key services – No 
indicator identified 

N/A  63
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

 Will it improve the satisfaction of 
residents with their neighbourhood 
as a place to live? 

Not identified - Survey of residents’ 
satisfaction to be undertaken 
shortly. 

No data available N/A 

Percentage of people voting in 
Elections. 

34.1% (May 
2002) 
 

69 

 

Will increase community 
participation in activities and the 
democratic process? 

Percentage of adults surveyed (in 
2002) who feel they can influence 
decisions in their local area 
a) individually 
b) by working together 

a) 32% 
b) 64% 

70 

2.  Promote community 
involvement, voluntary and 
partnership working. 

Will it promote partnership working? No data available Not identified N/A 
Number of Listed Buildings under 
each grade e I – 6 

Grade II – 512 
Grade II* - 17 

2004: 
Grad

119 3.  Preserve and enhance the 
local historic environment and 
cultural heritage. 

Will it protect/enhance the historic 
environment? 
 

Number/percentage of listed 
buildings on the Buildings at Risk 
Register. 

11 (2005) 101 

Number of conservation areas 29 (2005) 87 

Number of Scheduled Ancient 
Monuments 

7 (2004) 120 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Number of Heritage 
Land/Registered Historic Garden 
Designations. 

3 Heritage land 
designations in 
the UDP (total 
area: 0.65km2). 3 
Gardens of 
Special Historic 
Interest (2005) 

84 Will it protect the quality of 
designated historic landscapes and 
townscapes? 

Number of local and strategic 
viewpoints, views and landmarks in 
the borough. 

19 viewpoints 
7 views 
13 landmarks 
(2005) 

99 

Number of archaeology priority 
areas.  

100 

 

8 in Acton 
9 in Ealing  
2 in Hanwell 
7 in Northolt and 
Perivale 
4 in Southall 
(2005) 

 

Will it preserve and record 
archaeological features? 

Number and percentage of 
archaeological sites at risk. 

N/A  121

Overall crime rate (recorded crime 
BCS comparator). 

78.3 (2005/06) 34 4.  Reduce crime, fear of crime 
and antisocial behaviour. 

Will it reduce actual levels of crime? 

12,051 
London 11,821 

 
 
 
 Index of Multiple Deprivation 2004 

by Super Output Area – Crime 
(Rank 1 = most deprived, 32,482 = 
least deprived. 

Ealing 10,561 
W. London 

(2004)  

37 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Total notifiable offences (per 1000 
households). 

126 35  

Crime survey: burglary/burglary 
from dwelling (per 1000 
households). 

5.1  33

Theft of/from motor vehicles (per 
1000 households). 

22.6  32

 

Will it reduce the fear/perception of 
crime? 

Perception/fear of crime – no 
indicator identified. 

N/A 38 
 

Number of noise complaints 
received by LBE Environmental 
Health Department for different 
categories of noise. 

Aircraft - 3 
Road   -15 
Rail - 0 
Commercial 
noise -363 
Alarms - 123 
Domestic noise -
1477 

4-2005) 

Noise insulation 
–6 
(200

82 

Percentage of borough exposed to 
noise levels above 60dB(A) in the 
day. 

17% 
81 

5.  Minimise detrimental noise 
impacts. 

Will ambient 
(environmental/industrial) noise 
levels be reduced? 
 
Will it reduce vehicular traffic noise? 
 
Will it reduce the impact of air traffic 
noise? 
 
Will it reduce perceived noise 
levels? 

Percentage of borough exposed to 
noise levels above 60dB(A) at night 

4% 
81 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Will it promote best practice in terms 
of noise minimisation and 
attenuation in design?  
 
 

No indicator identified N/A N/A  

Will it promote the appropriate siting 
of development which minimises the 
potential for conflict with 
incompatible uses? 

No indicator identified N/A N/A 

Number/percentage of housing 
completions which are affordable. 

447 affordable 
homes 
completed (31% 
of total homes 
completed) 
(2007/08) 

54 Will it improve the affordability of 
housing? 

Affordable Housing Ratio (house 
price/earnings affordability)(2006) 

11.2 (2006) 55 

Total number of housing 
completions  

701 gross; 637 
net (2005/06) 

53 

Housing Tenure mix 
 

No data available N/A 

Time on housing waiting list 
 

No data available N/A 

Number of people sleeping rough 
on a single night. 
 

5   
 

59 

6.  Improve access to well 
designed, affordable, inclusive 
and appropriately located 
housing. 

Will it improve the availability of 
housing? 

Percentage of Local Authority 
homes which were non-decent 
(BVPI) 

38% (2005/06) 57 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

 Unfit Homes per 1000 dwellings 
(AMR) 

52 (2006) 56 

Percentage of homes built which 
are Wheelchair Accessible. 

Data not yet 
available.  To be 
recorded as part 
of the Annual 
Monitoring 
Report.  Target of 
10%. 

52 

 

Will it improve the physical 
accessibility of housing? 
 

Percentage of homes built which 
are built to Lifetime Home 
Standards. 

Data not yet 
available.  To be 
recorded as part 
of the Annual 
Monitoring 
Report.  Target of 
100%. 

51 

Life expectancy 
 
 

Male 77.7 
 
Female 82.1 
(2008) 

21 Will it reduce health inequalities? 
 

7.  Reduce health inequalities and 
promote healthy living. 
 Will it reduce death rates? 

Standardised Mortality Rate 95 (2003) 
Below 100 
indicates a lower 
death rate than 
the national 
average. 

22 
 

Percentage of population in good 
health. 

71.07% (2001) 20 

Will it improve access to health 
facilities? 

Number of GP surgeries 
 

84 (2005/06) 
 

27 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Number of NHS dentists  58 (2005) 28  
Number of opticians 30 (2005) 29 

 

Will it improve healthy living? Accessibility to sports/recreation 
facilities. 

No data identified N/A 

8.  Protect and enhance the 
network of open spaces 
 

Will it protect open space? 
 
 
 

Area of protected open space.   
 
 

1701ha 
% of total area of 
the borough = 
30.7% 
 
Comprises: 
3 Heritage land 
sites (65.3 ha) 
12 Green 
Corridors (418.6 
ha) 
7 Green Belt 
sites (332.3 ha) 
12 Metropolitan 
Open Land sites 
(847.6 ha) 
139 Pubic Open 
Spaces (557 ha) 
85 Community 
Open Space 
(105.1 ha) 
 

84 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

 Gains or loss in open space (loss of 
designated open space to 
development) (AMR – Permissions 
and Completions data) 

Completions – 
No applications 
completed which 
would result in 
loss of open 
space 
 
Permission – 2 
applications 
(although only 
one permanent) 

85  

Will it enhance the quality of 
open/green space? 

Satisfaction with open space in the 
borough (Percentage of residents 
satisfied with the borough’s open 
space) (BVPI) 

56% (2007) 
 
Southall Park 
and Northala 
Fields awarded 
Green Flag 
status 
(2007/08) 

83 

Total area of Sites of Metropolitan 
or Local Importance for Nature 
Conservation (SMLINCs). 

75 sites 
 
Area: 503 ha 

122 

The number/area of Local Nature 
Reserves. 

6 LNRs covering 
44.91 ha 

138 

9. Protect and enhance the 
natural environment and 
biodiversity 

Will it conserve and enhance 
existing habitats of importance 
(notably designated sites)? 

Number/area of Local Nature 
management areas in the borough 

7 (2005) 
 
Area: 704 ha 

86 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Gains or loss of open space 
designated for its nature 
conservation value (AMR – 
Permissions and Completions 
data). 

No change to 
areas designated 
for their nature 
conservation 
value 

86 

Number/area and type of BAP 
Priority Species and Habitats. 

See list for 
species and 
habitats – 
measurable 
indicator not 
identified 

97 
 
123 

 

The achievement of BAP targets Indicator not 
identified 

124 

Will the biodiversity value of 
watercourses and their associated 
corridors be protected and 
enhanced? 

Percentage of main rivers and 
canals recorded as good or fair 
quality (This indicator relates to 
water quality and not biodiversity). 
 
The length of naturalised green 
buffer zones for wildlife next to 
watercourses created. 
 
The number of developments 
providing buffer zones along 
watercourses 

100% 94 
 
125 

 

Will it create new habitats (therefore 
increasing biodiversitry)? 

The number or area of habitats 
created 
 
The number of developments 
providing ecological enhancements 

Data not yet 
identified 

126 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Extent of air quality management 
area(s) 

Whole of the 
borough (2005) 

80 
Will it improve air quality? 
 
Will it help to achieve the objectives 
of the Air Quality Management 
Plan? 
 

The number of days when air 
quality is moderate or high 

24 days 
(2007/08) 

80 

Will it reduce the need to travel by 
private car? 
 
 

Method of travel to work and 
education 
 
 

Data not yet 
identified 
 

91 

10.  Improve Air Quality 

Will it encourage freight transfer 
from road to rail and water? 

N/A Not identified N/A 

Proportion of energy supplied from 
renewable sources 

No data available 
 

 

76 11.  Reduce contributions to and 
vulnerability to climate change 

Will it lead to an increase proportion 
of energy needs being met from 
renewables? 

The number of planning 
applications where equipment for 
renewable power generation has 
been secured (AMR). 

3 major 
applications 
(South Acton 
Estate, Grange 
Primary School, 
Moorlands Care 
Home) were 
approved 
(2005/06) 

77 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Will it encourage cleaner modes of 
transport? 
 

Method of travel to work and 
education. 
 
 

Data not yet 
identified 

91 

CO2 emissions by end user.    

 

Data not yet 
identified 
 

73 Will it reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions? 

CO2 emissions by sector. 
Data not yet 
identified 

74 

Will development avoid high flood 
risk areas? 

Number of buildings located within 
high flood risk areas (Level 3) 

74(a) 68 (2006) 

Energy efficiency – the average 
SAP rating of local authority owned 
dwellings (BVPI) 

68 (2005/06) 75 

 

Will it reduce energy demand? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Data not yet 
identified 

The number of developments 
incorporating energy efficient 
techniques such as green roofs etc 

127 

Groundwater storage (Thames 
Water) 

Average and 
above (March 
2007) 

136 

Surface reservoir storage 
 
(Thames Water) 
 
(Three Valleys Water) 

Average (96% 
Thames Valley, 
97% London as a 
whole) 
 
Normal range 

137 

12.  Improve water quality, 
conserve water resources and 
minimise the impact of flooding. 
 
 

Will it encourage sustainable water 
supply and consumption 
 
Will it reduce water consumption? 

Water consumption per household. UK figures only 88 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Water consumption in non-domestic 
developments. 

Data not yet 
identified 

128 

The overall water consumption in 
the borough per capita. 

Data not yet 
identified 

N/A 

 

The number of developments 
incorporating water conservation 
techniques. 

Data not yet 
identified 

129 

The number of planning 
applications granted which are 
contrary to the advice of the 
Environment Agency on either flood 
defence grounds or water quality 

Zero (07/08)  95 

 

Will it reduce flood risk? 

The number of properties or the 
area of developed land at risk from 
flooding 

See SFRA 130 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

 The number of planning 
applications incorporating 
sustainable urban drainage systems 
(SUDS). 
 

uantity of 
surface water runoff from 
new development 
(discharge rates restricted 
to Greenfield including 1 in 
100 year on-site 
attenuation) 

conservation, landscape 
and amenity value of site.  

Or the number or percentage of 
new developments which have met 
the following criteria: 

a) Control the q

b) Improve the quality of runoff 
c) Enhance nature 

No data available 
 
Example systems 
include 
conventional 
attenuation 
storage (tanks or 
excavated 
areas), 
permeable 
pavements, 
grassed swales, 
infiltration 
trenches, and 
ponds. 

N/A  

Will it improve water quality in the 
borough? 

Percentage of main rivers and 
canals recorded as good or fair 
quality in terms of 

(a) biological quality 
(b) chemical quality 

 

 
 

(a) 100% 
(b) 100% 
(2003/04) 

 

94 

13.  Enhance existing buildings 
and facilities, and encourage the 

Will it ensure that new development 
occurs on derelict, vacant and 

Percentage of new homes built on 
previously developed land (BVPI) 

100 (2007/08) 78 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

underused previously developed 
land? 
 

Gains or loss in open space (loss of 
designated open space to 
development)(AMR 07/08) 

Completions – 
No applications 
completed which 
would result in 
loss of open 
space 
 
Permission – 2 
applications 
(although only 
one permanent)  

85 reuse/remediation of vacant land 
and under-utilised buildings. 
 

Vacancy Rates (EDS) 6.8% 
(December 03) 

115 Will it encourage the reuse of vacant 
or underutilised buildings? 

Vacancy Rates of Major 
Employment Locations 

175,108 sq. m. of 
industrial and 
warehouse 
premises are 
vacant 
representing 
7.8% of total 
stock (2005) 

114 

Vacancy rates of retail units within 
town centres (Ealing Town Centre 
Health Checks) 

Acton –9% 
Ealing – 4% 
Greenford – 5% 
Hanwell – 22% 
Southall – 2% 
(2005) 
Northolt – 2% 
Park Royal – 8% 
(2004) 

116 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

 Will it enhance soil quality/address 
contamination issues? 

Percentage of new homes built on 
previously developed land (BVPI) 

100% (2007/08) 78 

Will it reduce overall household 
waste generation? 

Number of kilograms of household 
waste collected per head (BV84) 7/08) 

 

118 385.5 
(200

Will it increase recycling levels? Percentage of the total tonnage of 
waste arising, which have been 
recycled (Municipal only) (BV82) 
 
Household (Total Tonnage) 

(2005/06) 
19,150 (2005/06) 

71 
72 

Total Tonnage: 
22,139 
15.32% 133 

14.  Reduce waste generation and 
increase waste recycling. 

Will it reduce commercial and 
industrial waste? 

Total waste arisings (non-
municipal).  Data not yet available. 

Not yet identified 132 

Mode of travel used by Ealing 
residents to visit nearest town 
centres. 

33% by car/van 
25% by bus 
22% on foot 
2% by tube/train 

64 Will it reduce the use of the private 
car? 

68.3% 

 
Will it increase the proportion of 
journeys being made by public 
transport? Car ownership levels - Households 

with access to 1 or more 
car(s)/van(s) 

(2001) 
93 

15.  Reduce vehicular 
dependency and promote the use 
of sustainable modes of transport 

Will it generate investment for 
improvement in transport 
infrastructure? 

Amount of Section 106 funding 
secured for transport improvements 
(AMR). 

22 sealed 
agreements, 
securing over £3 
million in 
planning benefits 
in 2005/06. 9.7% 
of this total was 
secured for 
transport works  

134 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Will it improve employment 
rates/reduce unemployment levels? 
 

Unemployment rate (Census) 
(2001) 
Note variations 
between wards 

3.9%  16 

Will it create local paid employment 
opportunities? 
 
 

New Firms: Registrations – 
Enterprise: VAT registrations per 
10,000 adults. 
 
Percentage Annual Change in VAT 
registered stocks at year end 

50 (2005) 
 
 
 
0.3 (2004) 

103 
 
 
 
135 
 

Will it promote local employment 
opportunities through new business 
establishment? 

Inward investment (EDS) A total of 25 
companies 
originating from 
overseas are 
registered with 
Think London as 
having set up in 
Ealing from April 
1995 to date 
(2005) 

111 

Unemployment rate – Ward level 
data (Census) 

3.9% overall 
(2001) 

16 

Note variations 
between wards 

Will it increase employment 
opportunities for all groups, 
including those most in need? 
 
 

Employment rate by ethnicity (EDS) White – 83.5% 
Non White – 58% 

46 

16.  Promote local employment 
opportunities, training and skills 
attainment. 
 

Will it improve earning levels? 

 

Annual Earnings – Average 
Household Income (including 
benefits) (EDS) 

£37,559 
(Unequivalised) 
(2006) 

47 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

 
Will it improve skills attainment? 

Skills Level: Percentage of working 
age population qualified to degree 
level or higher (EDS) 

38% 43 
(2004) 

New Firms: Registrations – 
Enterprise: VAT registrations per 
10,000 adults 

5) 
50 
(200

103 Will it encourage new business start 
ups? 
 
 Vacancy rate (EDS) 6.8% 115 

17.  Support Sustainable 
Economic growth.   

(December 2003) 
New Firms: Registrations – 
Enterprise: VAT registrations per 
10,000 adults 

5) 
50 
(200

103  Will it encourage inward 
investment? 

Organisations which support new 
and established businesses 

Business Link for 
London, 

Enterprise, 

Regeneration 
Partnership, 
Park Royal 
Partnership 
 

102 

West London 
Business Forum, 
Gateway 

Action Acton, 
Southall 

 

 

Distribution of 
Industrial/Warehousing floorspace 
in West London (EDS) 

112 Will it ensure that there is a 
sufficient supply of 
employment/industrial space? 
 

Total of 2,237 sq. 
m. of factory and 
warehouse 
floorspace. 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

Change in employment floorspace – 
Permissions and Completions data 
(AMR) 

2005/06 – 
Permissions: 
Net gain of 
22,500 sq. m. of 
B!, B2 and B8 
Completions: 
19,816 sq. m. of 
employment 
floorspace 
completed (60% 
for B8;26% B1). 
All development 
took place on 
previously 
developed land; 
99% on sites 
designated for 
employment use 
in the UDP, 33% 
in regeneration 
areas 
2.4ha of land lost 
from employment 
use (B1, B2, B8) 

113   

Vacancy rate of Major Employment 
Locations (EDS) 

175,108 sq. m. of 
industrial and 
warehousing 
premises are 
vacant 
representing 
7.8% of total 
stock (2005) 

114 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

 Will it support the formation of local 
supply chains for goods and 
services? 

Organisations which support new 
and established businesses 

Business Link for 
London, 
West London 
Business Forum, 
Gateway 
Enterprise, 
Action Acton, 
Southall 
Regeneration 
Partnership, 
Park Royal 
Partnership 

102 

Literacy and numeracy of 11 year 
olds (Neighbourhood Renewal 
Project) 

78% 41 Will it improve the qualifications and 
skills of the population 

18. Improve opportunities for 
education and training 

Literacy and numeracy of 14 year 
olds (Neighbourhood Renewal 
Project) 

73% 42 

Educational Attainment - % of 15 
year old pupils in school maintained 
by the local authority achieving 5 or 
more GCSE’s at grades A*-C or 
equivalent (BVPI) 

) 
59.4% 
(2004/05

39 

Educational Attainment - % of 19 
year olds with 2 qualifications and 
above (EDS) 

73.8% of 18-19 
year olds 

40 

Skills Level: % of working age 
population qualified to degree level 
or higher (EDS) 

38%  43

Number of pupils with English as an 
additional language (DFES) 

41.8% 
(1997) 

44 
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Proposed LDF SA Objective Criteria Indicator  Measurable 
baseline data  

Baseline table 
reference  

 Will it improve access to educational 
facilities? 

Number of educational institutions 
in the borough 

ary 
Schools (56 of 
which have 
nurseries) 
12 Secondary 
Schools, 1 
Academy, 22 
independent 
schools, 2 pupil 
referral units and 

10 Children’s 
centres, 
64 prim

6 Schools for 
pupils with 
special 
educational 
needs 

45 

Will it foster a sense of pride in the 
area? 

Percentage of people surveyed who 
think that their local area is a place 
where people from different 
backgrounds can live together 
harmoniously. 

 66 71%

Membership (numbers (2002)) of 
the main community networks 
(Ealing Community Network, BME 
forum and Refugee Forum. 
 

ECN – 230 
BME Forum – no 
data 
Refugee Forum – 
7 
(2002) 

67 

19. Promote cultural and 
community identity 

Will it encourage engagement in 
community activities? 

 

68 Number of people (2002) 
volunteering through the volunteer 
bureau 

257 
 
(2002) 
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For further copies of this document or any of Ealing’s local 
development framework documents, please contact: 

 
Planning Policy 
Ealing Council 
Perceval House 
14/16 Uxbridge Road 
London W5 2HL 
 
Tel:       020 8825 5882 
Email:  Planpol@ealing.gov.uk 
 
Visit:    www.ealinginlondon.com
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